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Front Cover
The front page shows bought-in Scotch Mule ewes
running on the South Downs, East Sussex, in late
September sunshine. They are owned by Andrew Barr,
NSA South East Regional Chairman, who is keeping
them on hard ground before putting them to the tup in
mid-November. A mix of Suffolk and Charollais lambs
produced by the Mules next April will be used for
breeding stock and finishing stock respectively.
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World demand should throw
spotlight on domestic supply
By Phil Stocker,
NSA Chief Executive

know and understand what is happening,
as well as be there to optimise our
opportunities. The relevance of these trips
is that New Zealand is our most influential
sheep trading relation, France is still our
most important export market, and China
is likely to influence global sheep meat
trade to an extent that has never been
seen before – as well as already keeping
more sheep (and people) than any other
country.
Of course all I’ve mentioned so far
is about global trade but our domestic
market is most important of all, still taking
some 60% of UK sheep meat production,
being on our doorstep, and being there in
an event of export trade closure that may
be brought about by disease/health scares
or political will. The domestic and local
market is important for consumers too,
providing them with closer relationships,
assurance and certification schemes, and
shorter traceable supply chains, not to
mention high quality products.

‘Think globally, act locally’ is a slogan
that has been regularly used in the
food and farming world. Its origin
was in relation to town planning,
urging planners to consider the
impacts of town planning on the wider
environment, but it’s a catchy slogan
that can be used to rally support for a
number of different interpretations.
In the farming world it’s been used
to encourage the local and fair trade
movements, and also to encourage a
wider call to ‘buy British’. As with so many
little sayings it can be easy to forget the
original meaning and simply use it to
evidence whatever we want. But farming
and feeding people is complex and for all
the principle of what people might want
to see, markets, trade and politics usually
override the theory.
I’ve had plenty of opportunity to

Chinese demand

Contacting NSA
Phil and the team at NSA are always
available to members and interested
to hear opinions, concerns and areas
of interest. Call NSA Head Office
(Monday-Friday 9am-5.30pm) on
01684 892661 or direct an email to
one of the addresses below.

The NSA Team
Phil Stocker
NSA Chief Executive
pstocker@nationalsheep.org.uk
Julie Jennings
Association Secretary/PA to Chief Executive
julie@nationalsheep.org.uk
Helen Breakwell
Bookkeeper/PA to Chief Executive
hbreakwell@nationalsheep.org.uk
Joanne Briggs
Communications Manager
joanne@nationalsheep.org.uk
Caitlin Peck
Communications Officer
caitlin@nationalsheep.org.uk
Gill Callow
Membership Secretary
gill@nationalsheep.org.uk
Charlotte Underwood
Membership Recruitment
charlotte@nationalsheep.org.uk
Helen Davies
Corporate Relations
helen@nationalsheep.org.uk
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consider this recently, being fortunate to
have been invited by Eblex, and with the
NFU, to China to visit some sheep farms
there and meet Government officials, meat
associations and meat processors. This
visit came quickly after a couple of days in
France doing a similar thing, and regular
readers will remember last year’s trip to
New Zealand, which is still fresh in my
mind.

Global market

I ought to preface this by saying that
this type of travelling is not a ‘jolly’. It is
essential for this type of international work
to be done, it is hard work, and I take my
hat off to those who do it on a regular
basis on behalf of our industry. We are
working in a global market and we need to

Bookings open

NSA is now taking bookings for the
Sheep Health and Welfare Conference
on Wednesday 26th November 2014 in
Staffordshire. The event, organised by
the Sheep Health and Welfare Group
(SHAWG), has a top line-up of speakers
providing practical advice on keeping
flocks safe from disease. The event is
CPD accredited (32 points). More details
on page 28.

Our visit to China suggests that once
trade opens (expected to be in 2016)
there will be demand and indeed a need
for British sheep meat products. For very
good reasons we all want to see a strong
local and domestic market for UK lamb,
but global demand and overseas political
interest in avoiding food shortages suggest
to me that our retailers should quickly
start to ‘think globally, act locally’ and
establish more commitment in supply from
the UK rather than choose to increase
imports of NZ lamb at this time of the year.
If they don’t they may be in for tougher
competition in years to come, they will be
depriving consumers of the best, most
sustainable and safest products available,
and what a crazy situation that would be.
Turn to page 12 for a six-page focus on the
export market, starting with a report on
Phil’s China trip.

Email request

If your email address is not included on
the NSA membership database you are
missing out on the dedicated NSA Weekly
Email Update, a popular newsletter sent
to members every Friday with the latest
sheep sector news and information.
Members not currently receiving the
Update can email membership@
nationalsheep.org.uk to be added to the
database.
SHEEP FARMER

News Update
New Treasurer for NSA

The 121st NSA AGM, held in August at the Westmorland
Showground, Cumbria, saw David Gregory elected as the new
Honorary Treasurer of the association. David, an NSA South West
Region committee member and former Chairman, replaces David
Croston, who held the post for many years and was thanked for
his considerable contribution at the meeting.

NSA Lambing List now open

All NSA members are invited to join the NSA Lambing List
if they would like a student to help them on the farm this
lambing season.
Due to the high level of uptake last year we have moved
the registration online. Simply follow the simple steps at www.
nationalsheep.org.uk/lambing-list and we will advertise the
position on your behalf to a range of veterinary and agricultural
students looking for a valuable work experience placement.
More than 140 students have already registered an interest
with NSA and will be notified when farmers begin to be added
to the online list. Students will contact NSA members directly
to discuss the potential for a placement in winter 2014/spring
2015.
If you do not have internet access or have questions about
the service please call NSA Head Office on 01684 892661.
The Lambing List is only open to NSA members; you will be
asked for your NSA membership number when you register but
if you do not have it to hand you can provide your post code
instead.

Sheepskin situation solved
Also at the AGM, the Duke of Montrose was re-elected as
President and the annual report and accounts for the financial
year ending 31st December 2013 were approved. An update on
recent NSA activity, which was delivered at the meeting, can
be downloaded from ‘Past Events’ at www.nationalsheep.org.
uk/events. The AGM was followed by a farm walk, hosted by
NSA Chairman John Geldard and his family at the nearby Low
Foulshaw Farm. Even the torrential rain did nothing to dampen the
enthusiasm of John and his sons Charles (pictured) and Richard
in describing their mixed beef, sheep and poultry unit.

Regional AGMs this autumn

Four of the nine NSA regions have their AGMs in the next
couple of months – see pages 4-6. Members residing in a
region are eligible to appoint a proxy vote on their behalf at the
AGM if they cannot attend in person, but this must be done in
advance with NSA Head Office. The proxy notice is available
at www.nationalsheep.org.uk/events, or call Head Office on
01684 892661 to request a copy.

Anyone who has tried to get their own sheepskins back from an
abattoir in the last couple of years will know what a nightmare
it is. This is because returns have to ‘licensed’ and the licence
application (an AB117 form) was some five pages long and very
complicated to fill out. A revised AB117 has now been released,
which everyone in England, Wales and Scotland can use.
NSA has also been informed that only the recipient now needs
the paperwork, not the haulier too. AB117 can be down loaded
from the Defra website and a shortcut is also provided on the NSA
website.
NSA is very grateful to Nicki from Organic Sheepskins for
this information, and for the offer of answering any questions
members might have and providing salting instructions if people
want them. Contact Nicki on nicki.port@btconnect.com.

2015 Ambassadors sought

NSA has received a number of enquiries about when the
application process will start for the 2015 NSA Next Generation
Ambassador Group. A conference and farm walk has been
arranged for Wednesday 12th November (see page 36) and the
application window will open then for one month. Find out more
at www.nsanextgeneration.org.uk or email youngentrants@
nationalsheep.org.uk if you have any questions.

Business Efficiency Training

NSA, in partnership with Farming4Prophet, is inviting all sheep
farmers in England to attend a Business Efficiency Training
workshop looking at enterprise costings and the performance
indicators essential to the long term profitability of a successful
sheep unit.

2014
16th Oct
30th Oct
13th Nov
20th Nov
Workshops
5th Dec
A series of 12 one-day workshops is being held between October 9th Dec
and February, each led by Leslie Stubbings (independent sheep
16th Dec
consultant), Kate Phillips (independent sheep specialist) or Phil
18th Dec
Stocker (NSA Chief Executive). Funding has been obtained to
allow the training to be offered at £58+VAT (£69.60) per person, 2015
with each session held in an informal, interactive and friendly
15th Jan
environment, which we believe will afford significant benefit to
20th Jan
those who attend.
29th Jan
Download a booking form at www.nationalsheep.org.uk/
5th Feb
events or call NSA Head Office on 01684 892661.
OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2014

The Sheep Centre, Malvern WR13 6PH
Exeter Livestock Market, Devon EX2 8FD
Westmorland County Agricultural Society LA7 7NH
Bakewell Market, Derbyshire DE45 1AH
Hexham Mart, Northumberland NE46 3SG
FAI Farms, Oxford OX2 8QJ
The Sheep Centre Malvern WR13 6PH
Ashford Market Kent TN24 0HB
Exeter Livestock Market Devon EX2 8FD
Reaseheath College Cheshire CW5 6DF
Great Yorkshire Showground HG2 8NZ
Plumpton College Sussex BN7 3AE
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Regional Reports
His Grace the Duke of Montrose
Honorary President

John Geldard

National Chairman

David Croston

Honorary Treasurer

Central
Bob Payne

Regional Chairman
01142 883241
07713 007734
bobandanne@
handbanktexels.wanadoo.
co.uk

Anne Payne

Regional Sec/Manager
01142 883241
07803 744437
bobandanne@
handbanktexels.wanadoo.
co.uk

Cymru Wales
Paul Wozencraft

Regional Chairman
01597 810552
07775 338985
wozencraft963@btinternet.
com

Helen Davies

Regional Development Officer

01938 590535
07976 803066
helen@nationalsheep.org.uk

Eastern
Andrew Foulds

Regional Chairman
01842 890828
07836 287281
andrew.fouldes@elveden.
com

Central

By Anne Payne, Manager
Recently, we have been having talks
with Eblex about holding joint events,
particularly in the eastern and western
parts of NSA Central Region, in order to
reach out to our members throughout
the region, not just those who live more
centrally. Events will be arranged early
in 2015.
We sponsored two young people
to represent the region in the Young
Shepherd of the Year national final at
the NSA Sheep Event in July once more,
and again sponsored the interbreed
championship at Hope Show in August,
which this year was won by Ashley Rushton
with his champion North Country Cheviot
(pictured). Despite a dismal day of
weather, the display of sheep – extending
to 13 different breeds/categories – was
impressive.

Jonathan Barber

Regional Manager
01953 607860
07712 659262
jonathan@ceressolutions.
co.uk

Marches
Kevin Harrison

Regional Chairman
01179 323441
07900 056562

Dyana Webb

Regional Secretary
07971 409259
dy@nationalsheep.org.uk

marches@nationalsheep.org.uk

Northern
Adam Watson

Regional Chairman
01434 381243
07766 720423
adamwwatson@msn.com

Julie A Sedgewick

Regional Manager
01325 314650
07836 773888
jas@nationalsheep.org.uk

Regional Chairman
07712 769084
j_blaney9@hotmail.co.uk

Edward Adamson

Regional Development Officer

02893 366225
07711 071290
edward.adamson1@gmail.
com

Scottish
Sybil Macpherson

Regional Chairman
01838 200218
07796 018528
brackleyfarm@gmail.com

George Milne

Regional Development Officer

01334 472403
07831 511330
george.nsa@btconnect.com

South East
Andrew Barr

Regional Chairman
01273 858544
07768 867124
a.baabaa@hotmail.co.uk

Bob Blanden

Regional Manager
01666 860308
07860 689391
bob@nationalsheep.org.uk

South West
Bryan Griffiths

Regional Chairman
01769 560393
07779 465729
bryan.southcott@btconnect.
com
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By Helen Davies, Development Officer
It is all change within the Welsh
Government again, with Carl Sargeant
taking the role of Minister for Natural
Resources, replacing John Griffiths.
Rebecca Evans, former Deputy Minister for
Agriculture and Fisheries, has now been
appointed Deputy Minister for Farming and
Food.
Since her appointment, Mrs Evans
has made a minor change to the appeals
process farmers can use to take land out
of moorland classification. This will not
change the shape of the next CAP scheme,
but claimants will be written to explaining
that appeals can be made on plant
species commonly found growing in an
area, rather than plants not found.
The next NSA Cymru/Wales meeting will
be on Monday 10th November on the Royal
Welsh Showground. We will also be having
our stand at the Welsh Winter Fair on 1st2nd December and look forward to meeting
members old and new there.
Plans for NSA Welsh Sheep are well
under way and trade stand application
forms will be sent out towards the end
of the year. If you have not already done
so, please put Tuesday 19th May 2015 as
a date in your diary to visit the event at
Glanmiheli and Drefor, Kerry, Newtown.
Market prices have fluctuated during
the last few months with prime lamb prices
well back on the year. Breeding sales
are going well and perhaps farmers are
encouraged to buy as the weather stays
good and feed prices look set to be less
than previous years.

Eastern

Northern Ireland
John Blaney

Cymru/Wales

Kate White

Regional Secretary
01823 672341
07736 371640
kate@nationalsheep.org.uk

The week before, Bob and I went to
the national AGM in Cumbria and heard
an extremely informative and uplifting
account of NSA’s activities in the past
12 months. The team at Head Office
should be congratulated on their hard
work and achievements in all areas.
This was followed by a very enjoyable
and informative visit to Chairman John
Geldard’s farm near Kendal, where we
were treated to a farm walk and trailer ride
in true Cumbrian weather – sunshine and
showers!
Meanwhile, we are still putting together
plans for our NSA Central Region Winter
Fair on Thursday 29th January 2015, and
though it would be good to be able to
have a farm walk locally as part of it (even
supposing it was realistic at that time of
year!) we feel we are doing the next best
thing by arranging a ‘virtual’ tour of the
Chatsworth farm. Full event details to be
released in due course.

By Jonathan Barber, Manager
I had an excellent meeting with Darley
Stud recently, who generously hosted
the NSA Youthful Shepherd Event last
year. They have given us the go-ahead
to start progressing plans for a similar,
regional event next year, and if we attract
the necessary support, that will go ahead
on Saturday 6th June 2015.
Several vendors did not turn up at
the NSA Eastern Region Ram Sale at
Ruby, which was disappointing, but those
sheep that were there sold very well. As
I write this, we are looking forward to the
second regional sale at Melton Mowbray,
which promises to be very good as sales
for breeding stock have been very strong
(report on page 9).
Our AGM is on Wednesday 22nd October
at the Heath Court Hotel, Moulton Road,
Newmarket, CB8 8DY, at 6.30pm. An
official notice has been sent to members
separately.
SHEEP FARMER

Marches

By Kevin Harrison, Chairman
What a great success this year’s
NSA Sheep Event was! I would like
to congratulate everyone involved,
especially those who helped from the
Marches Region. Although it is a national
event it is very important to us as a region.
On the day of the event I was very
fortunate to show Farming Minister George
Eustice around for an hour and managed
to have sensible discussions with him
on the difficulties of tagging sheep and
recoding EID movements with 100%
accuracy. I do hope he took it on board.
The national AGM was held in Cumbria
this year and I must say that there was a
great, positive feel for the work that NSA
is doing and the direction it is heading. A
thoroughly enjoyable farm walk around our
national chairman John Geldard’s farm at
Low Foulshaw followed the meeting.
Looking ahead, our own AGM is just
around the corner – see below. Some of
the talking points in the region over the
last few months have been out of spec
lambs in the marketplace and how it can
affect the overall lamb price with lambs
being held onto for too long and being
sold fat or overweight and lambs being
rushed on to the market and not having
enough meat on them to reach their full
potential. Another talking point within
the region is the rules on ear tags and
cross compliance. What are the legal
requirements?
These topics will be discussed in
details at an open meeting after our AGM,
with both Chris Lloyd from Eblex and Phil
Stocker from NSA, along with a report on
our global market position.
Notice is hereby given that the
Annual General Meeting of the National
Sheep Association Marches Region
will be held at The NSA Sheep Centre,
Malvern, Worcestershire, WR13 6PH,
at 7.30pm on Thursday 13th November
2014. Business will include: re-approval
of Chairman, Vice Chairman and
regional Trustee Director; election of
Treasurer; election of new committee
members and endorsement of current
members; Chairman’s report; and
Treasurer’s report relating to the
region’s finances.

Northern

By Julie Sedgewick, Manager
The region’s main event for 2015
will be NSA North Sheep, to be held
on Wednesday 3rd June. The venue is
Millstone Moor, Cockermouth, Cumbria,
CA13 0QA, by kind permission of Neil
and Sally Marston.
The Marston family are noted for the
quality of the Bluefaced Leicester and
North of England Mule sheep they breed.
Visitors on the day will see a working farm
OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2014

NSA Sheep 2014 supports
fundraising effort
A stockjudging competition organised
by the Texel Sheep Society’s Youth
Development Programme raised £350
at the NSA Sheep Event in July, which
has been match funded by the society
to enable a £700 donation to RABI.
Linda Jones, RABI Welsh Coordinator
(pictured inside left), was presented
with the cheque at the NSA Wales
and Border Early Ram Sale in August
by Anna Minnice-Hughes, Texel Youth
Development Programme Secretary (left),
John Yates, Texel Sheep Society Chief
Executive (inside right) and Helen Davies,
NSA Sheep Event Organiser (right).
Top prize in the competition was a
lamb weigh crate, donated by IAE and
Charlies Stores, which was won by Peter
Holden of High Bold Venture Farm,
Oswaldtwistle, Lancashire. Mr Holden’s
entry was randomly drawn from those
on the edge of the Lake District, and as
well as learning about developments in
the sheep sector, and be able to enjoy
panoramic views across the Lakes on
one side, the other across the Solway to
Scotland. Up to date information available
at www.northsheep.org.uk.

Northern Ireland

By Edward Adamson, Development Officer
Wasn’t September some month! What a
pity lamb prices were such a disaster.
In the Northern Ireland ‘Going for
Growth’ document issued by the AgriFood Strategy Board they suggested we
should work towards a more integrated
food chain. How can we, as the primary
producers at the start of the food chain, do
anything about prices when our buyers are
only interested in profit?
The NSA NI Regional Committee were
delighted to hear an Advantage Feeder
had been won by Thomas Gibson of
Broughshane in the bi-monthly draw as
part of the NSA recruitment campaign –
more on page 10.
We have set the date of NSA Sheep
NI as Monday 6th July 2015 in our usual
venue, Ballymena Livestock Market.
Anyone interested in being a sponsor or
wishing to be involved should contact me,
as the preparations have already begun.
As the nights grow longer it’s the
time of year for more farmers’ meetings
and one of those will be our AGM in
November – details below – to be followed
by a Sheep Conference at 7.30pm. It’s
going to be a ‘ladies night’ as the main
speakers will be Dr Liz Genever, Eblex Beef
and Sheep Scientist, who will speak on
her latest work, and Aurelie Aubry, AFBI

gaining the highest points total in the
competition, which required entrants
to judge pens of shearling rams and
shearling ewes and match their selection
with that of Henry Gamble, Texel Sheep
Society Chairman.
More from NSA Sheep 2014 at www.
sheepevent.org.uk and some brilliant
videos at www.youtube.com/user/
natsheepassoc.
Higher Scientific Officer, who is working
on a range of scientific projects aimed
at improving the sustainability of sheep
production systems. I would encourage
everyone to put that date in their diary as
it will be a very informative and interesting
evening.
Notice is hereby given that the
Annual General Meeting of the
National Sheep Association Northern
Ireland Region will be held at CAFRE’s
Greenmount Campus, 45 Tirgracy Road,
Antrim, County Antrim, BT41 4PS, 6pm
on Wednesday 19th November 2014.
Business will include: re-approval of
Chairman, Vice Chairman and Treasurer;
nomination of regional Trustee Director;
election of new committee members
and endorsement of current members;
Chairman’s report; and Treasurer’s
report relating to the region’s finances.
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NSA Scot
Sheep awards
NSA Scottish Region has presented
John and Iain Macfarlane, hosts of
NSA Scot Sheep 2014, with awards
recognising their contribution to the
event. David Leggat also received
a crystal bowl as thanks for his
role as Chairman of the Organising
Committee.
The Macfarlane family provided a
tremendous venue for event that held up
despite truly terrible weather, and were
generous enough to open their gates
again a few weeks later to repeat the
farm walk that was cancelled on the day
due to adverse conditions.
The awards were presented at the
United Auctions Scotch Mule ewe lamb
sale at Stirling at the beginning of

Scotland

By George Milne, Development Officer
As I put pen to paper with only hours
remaining before our chance to vote on
the Scottish independence referendum,
who knows where we will be by the end
of the week? But one thing is for sure,
we will have to regroup and concentrate
on a strong and viable future, not only for
sheep production but also for the whole of
Scottish agriculture.
The recent uncertainty has thankfully
not reflected in the demand for breeding
stock. The majority of sales have seen
increases in average prices for breeding
females, probably due to stock looking
exceptionally well after a fantastic grass
growing summer and an air of confidence
in sheep production at the moment.
Unusually, this interest in breeding sheep
is totally against the prime lamb prices at
the moment. Again contrary to this trend,
store lamb prices and cull ewe values have
remained buoyant, which has maintained
that air of confidence.
CAP reform details have somewhat
slowed up. This has been due to the
referendum, but we are sure to be
bombarded with more detail leading up
to the end of the year, particularly with
greening issues and the rules around
a voluntary coupling scheme in region
three for the sheep sector. We will keep
members informed as we know more.
Recently I had the opportunity of
speaking to the majority of the 210
delegates from 37 different countries at
the International Federation of Agricultural
Journalists’ annual congress. This was
based in and around Aberdeenshire with
some fantastic farm visits organised.
The whole weekend was a spectacle for
Scottish agriculture and the excellent food
6		

September, in a pen of sheep sold that
day by NSA President, His Grace the Duke
of Montrose.
Pictured left to right are NSA Scottish
Region Treasurer Mamie Paterson, John

Macfarlane, the Duke of Montrose,
Iain Macfarlane, NSA Scottish Region
Chairman Sybil Macpherson, David
Leggat and NSA Scottish Region
Development Officer George Milne.

and drink we can produce. The thing that
amazed me was actually how little the rest
of the world seemed to know about the
Scottish, or for that matter the UK, sheep
industry and the importance of a stratified
production system. It certainly is the
most interesting audience I have had the
opportunity to speak to and I’m sure our
message will be circulated to many parts
of the world.
Meet Sybil Macpherson, Chairman of
NSA Scottish Region, on pages 20-21.

Station, Wytham, Oxfordshire, OX2 8QJ,
5.30pm on Wednesday 3rd December
2014. Business will include: re-approval
of Chairman and Treasurer; election
of Vice Chairman; and nomination of
regional Trustee Director; election
of new committee members and
endorsement of current members;
Chairman’s report; and Treasurer’s
report relating to the region’s finances.

South East

By Bob Blanden, Manager
We are looking forward to our regional
AGM on Wednesday 3rd December – see
details below – and prior to the meeting
there will be a farm walk at FAI Farms
to hear about some of the research
work carried out there.
They run a large flock of New Zealand
Coopworth sheep and have research
projects on finishing lambs and a five-point
lameness reduction plan. The farm walk
will commence at 2pm and be followed
by refreshments before the AGM. After
the AGM we will have presentations from
Gareth Jones, BWMB, and Phil Stocker,
NSA Chief Executive.
If you are, or know, a young person
aged between 18-35 years who would
like to apply for the NSA Next Generation
Ambassador Programme please contact
me, as the two current Ambassadors from
South East Region – Marie Prebble and
James Hamilton – are prepared to answer
any questions that interested parties
might have.
Notice is hereby given that the
Annual General Meeting of the National
Sheep Association South East Region
will be held at FAI Farms, The Field

South West

By Bryan Griffiths, Chairman
Glorious grazing and finishing conditions
have gone some way to mitigate the
lack lustre autumn lamb trade.
Press reports of unprecedented exports
of sheep meat, along with falling lamb
prices prompted a spirited debate at
our last committee meeting. There was
recognition and praise for the work being
done by Eblex in seeking out new export
markets, especially in non-EU countries,
but again members stressed their desire
to see expenditure on lamb promotion
take priority over training and knowledge
transfer. Such was the strength of feeling
on this matter, a letter has been sent from
the South West region to John Cross, Eblex
Chairman, to emphasise this point.
Congratulations to former NSA South
West Regional Chairman, David Gregory,
on his appointment as NSA national
treasurer. It is reassuring to know the
organisation’s finances will be in such safe
hands.
Sadly David Hampson, a renowned
Suffolk breeder and stalwart NSA
supporter, passed away in August. The
NSA owe so much to the volunteers who
work tirelessly in the background to make
our events, ram sales and the organisation
as a whole, the success that it is.
SHEEP FARMER

Replacements

Preparation for lambing starts here

Heptavac-P Plus offers proven protection
against pasteurellosis and clostridial disease.
Vaccinating replacements twice now and
giving a pre-lambing booster is essential to
safeguard ewes and next year’s lamb crop.
Use medicines responsibly. For more information visit www.noah.uk/responsible

Comprehensive protection for your flock

For further detailed information regarding side effects, precautions, warnings and contra-indications please refer to the datasheet located at
www.noahcompendium.co.uk Heptavac-P Plus contains antigens for the active immunisation of sheep against seven clostridial species and
the most important serotypes of Mannheimia (Pasteurella) haemolytica and Bibersteinia (Pasteurella) trehalosi. Legal category POM-VPS
Heptavac-P Plus is the property of Intervet International B.V. or affiliated companies or licensors and is protected
by copyrights, trademark and other intellectual property laws. Copyright © 2014 Intervet International B.V.
All rights reserved. Available from your animal health supplier and veterinary surgeon from whom advice
should be sought. ®Registered trademark.

Further information is available from: MSD Animal Health, Walton Manor,
Walton, Milton Keynes MK7 7AJ • Tel: 01908 685685
vet-support.uk@merck.com • www.msd-animal-health.co.uk

Quality rams sold easily for
good prices at main Builth sale
A record number of visitors, a turnover of more than £2m,
increased averages and some good headline prices were the
hallmark of a good day’s trading at the NSA Wales & Border
Main Ram Sale at Builth in late September.
A total of 4,160 rams sold to a top of 6,800gns for a
Pembrokeshire-bred 18-month-old Texel shearling with power,
length and style. The ram was bred by Andrew Reed of Spittal,
Haverfordwest, who averaged £1,600 for his pen of six. Buyers
were three Lanarkshire neighbours, led by Allan Wight of
Crawford, to be used with the Midlock, Hartside and Burnhead
flocks.
A Texel yearling tup from Cefin Pryce of Llanfair Caereinion,
Powys, made 4,600gns, contributing to an average for 10 rams of
£1,500.
A Charollais shearling bred by Meilir Jones of Trelawynd,
Ruthin, sold for 3,200gns and was one of a batch of 17 sold,
averaging £950. It was bought by Huw Roberts of Rhewl, Ruthin.
A Talybont Welsh Mountain bred by
Rob and Llinos Jones of Erwood, Builth
Wells, sold to Julian Rees of Crickhowell
for 3,000gns. Other headline figures
included: a Bluefaced Leicester ram lamb
bred by Aled Jones of Tal y Cafn, Conwy,
sold for 3,000gns; a non MV Suffolk sold
by D.T. and S.M. Owens of Pembridge,
Leominster, for 1,850gns to G. Davies and
Co, Llanfechan, Garth; and a Blue Texel
from David Alexander of Galston, Ayrshire,
sold for 1,700gns to J. Vickerton and Sons,
East Yorkshire.
Male averages: Texel shearlings (714
sold) £683.38, lambs (326) £353.23.
Bluefaced Leicester shearlings (479) £612.99, lambs (94)
£563.87, aged (15) £484.40. Suffolk rams non MV (316)

Above: Andrew Reed saw the best price at
the NSA Wales & Borders Main Ram Sale,
selling a Texel shearling for 6,800gns.
Left: The Welsh Mountain top was
3,000gns for Rob and Llinos Jones.
£566.40, lambs (163) £426.38, rams MV
(21) £415. Beltex crosses (180) £560.
Beltex (96) £556.93. Charollais shearlings
(228) £552.93, aged (2) £498.75. Blue
Texel rams (7) £520.50, lambs (21) £505.
Lleyns (111) £481.49. Hampshire Downs (19) £473.33. Full list
of averages at www.nsaramsales.co.uk.

Ram sale stalwarts praised for vision
Two staunch supporters of the NSA
Wales and Border Ram Sales were
honoured in a ceremony at the early
sale at Builth in August, to mark their
retirement from an active role on the
committee.
Chairman Gwynne Davies (pictured
in the centre with members of the NSA
Wales and Border Ram Sales Committee)
presented awards to founder member
Emlyn Kinsey Pugh (pictured on the left
accepting the Welsh Mountain Badger
Face ornament) and Jim Powell (pictured
with the stick). Mr Davies praised Mr
Pugh and Mr Powell, both of whom farm
near Llandrindod Wells, for their vision
and hard work over many years.
The early sale saw slightly fewer head
forward than in previous years, but a
sound commercial trade meant rams sold
well and averages were up by as much as
£100 for the main breeds.
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Suffolks saw the biggest increase in
average prices, with the average for MV
accredited rams up £168 on last year in
one ring and £105 in another. Shearling
ram averages in the Texel lines were up
£92.92.
Top price overall was 1,200gns for a
shearling Texel bred by Barbara and Jo

Smith of Towcester, Northamptonshire.
Second top was 1,100gns for a Suffolk
lamb ram bred by Dafydd Jones of
Llannon, Aberystwyth, while two
Charollais shearlings sold for 1,000gns
each. These were from Arthur and
Rosemarie Wrayford’s Wotton Flock and
Deborah Whitcher of Skewsby, York.
SHEEP FARMER

Strong demand for best on offer at Exeter
A Texel shearling sold for 1,150gns was
the top price at the NSA South West
Ram Sale in August, sold by Michael
Lear to R. and M.F. Rottenbury of
Chipstaple, Somerset.
Mr Lear invested some of this money
when he bought the pre-sale show
champion for 950gns from Malcolm Yeo of
Barnstaple. Other high priced vendors in
the Texel ring were E.W. Quick and Sons,
Chris Ruby, Robert and Rebecca Jordan,
and F.H. Chave and Son, who all sold in
excess of £840.
Top in the Charollais ring was £1,050
(the same as 2013) for a shearing from
C. Hopper and Son of Tiverton. E.W. Quick
and Sons and A. and R. Wrayford both
sold to £924 while the breed average was

There was strong demand for better rams,
particularly in the Texel ring, at the NSA
South West Ram Sale.

£569. The Hoppers also led the way for
Charollais ram lambs at £567, with Mike
and Melanie Alford’s breed champion
selling for £525 and the overall average
standing at £395.
Following last year’s flying trade, there
were more Suffolks forward and these sold
to a steadier trade. The average was £508
with a joint top price of £756 for H.C.

Eastern Sales
The top pen of rams at the NSA
Eastern Region Melton Mowbray Ram
Sale in September was four Charollais
shearlings from regular vendor, Mr
Alan Thomas from Lutterworth in
Leicestershire.
Bothwell Farms in Rutland took one
ram for 920gns and the remaining three
all sold for 810gns to W.T. Carr and Sons,
Loughborough. The Charollais average
was £606.47 for shearlings and £322.12
for lambs.
Equalling the top price of 920gns was
a Beltex shearling ram from J.F. Sharp
and Son, Easton, Lincolnshire. Taking
this one and another Beltex from Mr
Sharp at 910gns was D. and A.E. Allen

Derryman and Sons and Rob Holmes. The
Derryman’s also topped the Hampshire
Down ring and Romney section.
Berrichons sold to £840; average
£457. Hampshire Downs to £630; average
£503. Lleyns to £609; average £533.
Border Leicesters to £525. Beltex to £525.
Poll Dorsets to £598.50; average £499.
Romneys to £357; average £273.
and Son from Coston, Leicestershire.
Texels topped at 840gns, sold by
G.C. Baker to J. Richardson and Sons,
Southwick. The average was £502.25
for shearlings and £320.25 for lambs.
Leading the Suffolk section was the
champion pen from local breeders,
D. and J. Inman, with Burton Farms,
Rempstone, paying 550gns. The Suffolk
average was £381.28 for shearlings and
£441 for lambs.
Demand at the NSA Eastern Region
Rugby Ram Sale in August was steadier,
but rams put forward sold well and a top
of 500gns for a Charollais from A.D. and
R.M. Thomas was achieved. Three Texel
shearlings from P. Castle brought the
second highest price at 495gns, having
won the show element of the day.

Premier Sheep & Premier Lamb Drench
Organically chelated trace element vitamin
supplements

Not all mineral drenches are the same
Contact Jonathan Guy
T : 01886 880482
M : 07866 607466
E : jganimalhealth@aol.com
W : www.jganimalhealth.com
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3in1 makes top
wedding present
The NSA 2014 membership recruitment prize giveaway
has had its first Northern Irish winner. Thomas Gibson, a
mixed livestock farmer from Broughshane, Ballymena, took
possession of a brand new Advantage Feeders’ 3in1 feeder
just days before he got married in September.
Thomas works alongside his father on their upland farm, which
runs from 600ft to 1,200ft above sea level and supports 800
breeding ewes and 50 suckler cows. Scotch Mule and Scotch
Mule cross ewes are put to Texels to produce fat lambs and to
Cambridge and Belclare tups to breed replacements. Thomas
breeds his best Scottish Blackfaces with Bluefaced Leicester
rams to provide Mules to sell as ewe lambs.

Quality feed blocks
for cattle & sheep
M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

superblocks

C

Superblocks have been specially
formulated to be palatable, nutritious
and cost-eﬀective. Only the highest
quality ingredients have been used in the
Superblock range, including the following
• Scottish wheat distiller’s dark
grains
• Scottish quality cereals and
their co-products
• Protected rumen by-pass fat
• Omega 3 ﬁsh oils
• Full complement of trace
elements and vitamins
• Sel-Plex, organic selenium
• High levels of vitamin E and
selenium

NSA Ambassador

This is the second success Thomas has had with NSA, as he was
selected to be a NSA Next Generation Ambassador in January and
has been attending personal development and business training
days in recent months. He signed up as a member in his own
right earlier in the year.
Thomas says: “My father was always a member of NSA and
I joined to be kept informed of technology and new ideas in the
industry. It’s great to win one of these feeders and it will be
very useful.
“I’m going to use it to feed replacement ewe lambs on some
rough hill through the winter, instead of sending them to a local
dairy farm. It means I won’t have to drive to the dairy farm every
other day to check on them. The high capacity of the feeder and
the intake system should be great for supplementary feeding
throughout the winter.”
The feeder is the fourth of six to be given away by NSA in 2014
– and it’s not too late to qualify. Existing members are entered
into the draw if they recommend a friend or neighbour who signs
up to join NSA. Simply include your postcode or membership
number on the form opposite and pass it on to recruit someone
to NSA.
More information, plus terms and conditions, at www.
nationalsheep.org.uk/draw.

• Active-S, highly available sulphur

Birkhill Commercial Park
Coalburn, Lanarkshire ML11 0NJ
Tel: 01555 820627
Fax: 01555 820904
info@strathclydenutrition.com
www.strathclydenutrition.com

Thomas Gibson (left) accepts his new Advantage 3in1 Feeder
from John Blaney, NSA Northern Ireland Region Chairman.
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Incredible Chinese sheep
sector experienced first hand
By Phil Stocker, NSA
China has long been identified as a
potentially lucrative destination for UK
lamb, but as we head towards opening
up this vast market, how much do we
really understand about the country,
its own domestic supply and common
eating habits?
With the aim of better understanding
the Chinese sheep industry (they are the
world’s biggest producer of lamb, as well
as the biggest importer) and beginning
the long process of building relationships
with Chinese processors ahead of the UK
achieving an export certificate, I was part
of a delegation that spent a week in China
in mid-September.
The visit followed the UK and China
governments signing a Memorandum
of Understanding in June 2014 which,

Sheep production in
Inner Mongolia
• Most productive area of China,
producing one-third of the country’s
meat and milk.
• 24m people.
• 74% grassland (80m hectares).
• 100m pigs, cattle and sheep.
• 2.3m tonnes meat produced annually.
• 50% of farmers have 500 sheep or
more (unusual for China with small
flocks and subsistence production
commonplace in other regions).
• Grassland is ecologically important and
the state oversees stocking levels.
• Sheep breeds are indigenous to
Mongolia but development is being
done with Dorsets and Dorpers (to
extend the lambing season) and
Suffolks (to increase carcase weight
and quality).
• Wool less important now, as most
income comes from meat.
• Most lambs killed at 6-8 months and
40-50kg (18-20kg carcase).
• 400 larger companies processing lamb,
plus many smaller abattoirs servicing
the local community.
• An Inner Mongolian foot-andmouth eradication programme is in
progress via a national programme
of vaccination, as neighbouring Outer
Mongolia has outbreaks and cannot
export into China.
• No levy/tax paid to a development
agency; appear to get government
assistance for technical advancement
to encourage greater productivity.
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following appropriate checks and
negotiations, should ultimately allow UK
sheep meat into mainland China.
At food exhibitions SIAL and CAHE,
Eblex were invited to visit the key sheepproducing area of Inner Mongolia by
companies that import lamb and beef into
China. This was the background to our trip
to Inner Mongolia and the Heilongjiang
region, led by Jean-Pierre Garnier (Eblex
Export Manager and Holly Chen (Eblex
representative within the Britain China
Business Council), and involving myself,
Chris Lloyd (Eblex Head of Knowledge
Transfer) and Charles Sercombe (NFU
Livestock Board Chairman).
The trip focused on three areas,
although just a tiny snap shot of China.
These were Hohhot City, the capital of
Inner Mongolia in the central northern part
of China, and its surrounding grassland
area, Harbin, in the Heilongjiang region of
North East China, and finally Beijing itself.
Every town and city we saw showed
incredible investment in housing and
road building, which we assume is
commonplace across China. We were told
China has used three times more concrete
in the last 10 years than the USA has
since the end of World War Two. But China
is undoubtedly a country of contrasts –
apparent poverty and traditionalism at
one end and great wealth, investment and
materialism at the other.
Two hours’ drive north of Hohhot
we visited a breeding farm and embryo
transfer site owned by Sainuo Sheep Co.
Ltd, a privately owned breeding company
working with mainly Dorper genetics and
NZ Suffolks. We then travelled to a Sainuo
finishing feedlot, finishing three batches
of 10,000 lambs per year, all coming from

Sheep Farmer
International Focus
Read on for four more pages of news
from China and New Zealand – and
don’t miss the next edition of Sheep
Farmer for an in-depth look at
the domestic market.
feeder farms within a 50km catchment
at weaning (three months old) and being
finished within a further two to three
months. It seems there is quite a lot of
hormone use to encourage out of season
lambing to feed this year-round system.
Still within the Inner Mongolia region,
we also met the Mongolia Sheep Company
Ltd, an integrated farming processing
and marketing company, at one of its four
almost identical, newly built abattoirs.
The three-year-old company also owns a
breeding farm and 27 commercial farms,
where they each produce 50-60,000
lambs a year in five to six batches of
10,000.
The plant we visited was only
established a year ago and the level
of display, product development and
interpretation was impressive, with a glass
fronted viewing gallery right throughout the
plant. Its development kitchen produces
up to 120 different products from a sheep
carcase (which we seemed to have to try
most of!) and a display area included CCTV
cameras showing what was happening live
on their farms and throughout the plant.
The Mongolian Sheep Company is working
mainly with the Mongolian breed as a
maternal line and developing the use of
terminal sires to improve quality.

Representatives from the Mongolia Sheep Company, which is working with Dorpers,
Dorsets and NZ Suffolks to improve their native breeds.
SHEEP FARMER

From left to right: Phil Stocker, Chris Lloyd,
Charles Sercombe and JP Garnier spent
one week in China.
We moved onto Harbin, where our hosts
were Grand Farms, a company established
in 1982 dealing with imports and
exports. The key phrases it uses are ‘food
certification’, ‘branding’, ‘high quality’,
‘valued brand’ and ‘the largest lamb
transformation company in the world’.
They process imported and locally sourced
beef and lamb, as well as slaughter beef,
and are formal partners with Alliance in
New Zealand. They have 100 of their own
shops and are developing in supermarket
counters. They also sell to the trade and
catering outlets.
We saw one of their four deep freeze

stores, each of which can hold 10,000
tonnes of frozen beef and lamb, and a
new building in the process of being fitted
out as a cutting plant capable of cutting
200 tonnes a day, 60,000 tonnes a year.
The company is going through massive
expansion that will enable a tripling of
output.
Grand Farm produce over 100 different
products from lamb and it is worth bearing
in mind that few houses in China have an
oven for cooking. They cook in other ways
which affect the cutting specifications
of lamb, traditionally in barbecues and
hot pots. Cuts include rolled flank, boned
rolled shoulder, mince and lamb balls,
kebabs etc.
Grand Farms told us that China needs
to import sheep meat and that, because
the UK has the quality it is looking for,
we could complement existing imports,
particularly from NZ and Australia.
They also believe the UK and Chinese
governments should be encouraged to
open up the route for genetic material in
advance of meat.
A flight to Beijing saw us meet with the
Chinese Meat Association, a trade body
representing the main meat processors.
Chairman Li Shuilong informed us China is
the largest global producer of pork as well

Processors in China produce many
cuts and products from lamb carcases,
including this thinly rolled flank and breast.
as lamb and has 185m sheep producing
4.08m tonnes of meat [numbers are
subject to caution]. Annual Chinese
consumption per capita is 4.9kg of beef
and 3kg of lamb.
We visited two huge wholesale markets
in Beijing, one frozen and the other fresh.
The fresh market serves wholesalers who
distribute around Beijing and there were
products on offer that wouldn’t be seen
in the UK. The conditions would certainly
have raised the eyebrows of a UK meat
inspector and much of the cutting fitted
the types of dishes served in China. Few
parts of an animal are wasted.
A more detailed report can be read at
www.nationalsheep.org.uk/hot-topics.

Potential for UK exports to China
We found enthusiasm amongst the
industry in China for UK imports to be
accepted as quickly as possible, and if
the necessary checks and negotiations
go to plan this might be as early as
2016.
We also found widespread agreement
that expansion in the Chinese sheep
flock will not be enough to meet growing
domestic demand. While sheep numbers
have tripled in the last 50 years to 185m
and opportunities to improve productivity
are significant, the potential to expand
further appears limited.
Imports of lamb come mainly from
New Zealand and Australia and almost
all in frozen form, which suits the market
well. Given that NZ is already a supplier

Although growing wealth in China means
higher value cuts will be in demand,
general tastes remain tradition and include
low value cuts and offal.
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into China, key opportunities for the UK
lie during our peak supply period of July
to December, with the possibility of fifth
quarter products all year round.
Much has been talked about the
increase in demand for higher value cuts
in China, and while it seems this is right,
it should be kept in perspective with
traditional products (offal and low value
cuts) still very much being the main form
of consumption.
This apparent market for UK product
will be price competitive, although
opportunities will exist for some high end
products that are likely to be branded with
provenance in mind, quality assured and
aimed at specific high-end outlets.
Even though there is a different
perception of health and food safety, we
were told China takes food safety and
livestock health seriously and indeed
we were asked about UK controls. The
UK needs to work hard to maintain and
promote its disease status and also to
resolve the TSE and carcase splitting issue
to avoid casting a cloud over its image.
We also need to ensure that when their
veterinary delegations visit UK plants
they see our professional industry and
are convinced by our controls, because
although our controls are more thorough
they are very different to theirs.

The scale of China
• China doubled its population from
546,815 in 1950 to 1,118,650 by
1989. It peaked at the end of the
sixties when it was adding an extra
20m people to its population every
year. Despite families being limited to
having only one child, annual growth
has still been a little over 6m people
per year for the last nine years.
• The current population is 1.3bn and
rising. Beijing alone has a population of
20m, a third the size of that of the UK;
Shanghai is 24 million.
• As well a bigger population, the
transition of people from rural to urban
areas has brought a reliance on food
being provided rather than produced.
Growing wealth has also increased
meat consumption and it is widely
accepted that this trend will continue
for the foreseeable future.
There is significant interest in importing
genetics to complement local breeds
and speed development. Genetics are
already coming in from NZ and Australia,
mainly in the form of Dorper, Suffolk and
Dorset breeds, and there is potential for
UK genetics trade, particularly for hardy
terminal sires.
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The size and importance of
China’s red meat market
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Graph 2: Share of New Zealand sheep meat exports
Source: Statistics New Zealand
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further growth in Chinese import resulted
in it taking a higher volume than the whole
of the European Union. In the first half of
2014 Chinese imports grew a further 29%
year on year to 171,000 tonnes, more than
the next three largest markets (France, the
UK and the USA) combined.

Adding value

There is a great deal of potential for the
UK in the Chinese market, despite New
Zealand and Australia already having a
firm foothold there. The most obvious win
lies in the demand for lower value product,
such as belly cuts or offal. These products
have little to no value in the domestic and
European markets so exporting them to
China would add value to the carcase.
At the other end of the scale there is
likely to be strong demand for higher-value
products where provenance and quality
are paramount. Here, the UK sheep sector
is once again well placed to carve out a
market. Product that can be differentiated
from the middle market, for example
PGI (West Country, Welsh and Scotch)
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Although sheep meat is currently a
very small proportion of Chinese meat
consumption, this has reportedly grown
comparatively strongly too. Growth in meat
consumption has generally managed to
outstrip supply, meaning that imports of
pig meat, beef and sheep meat have all
rocketed in recent years. Sheep import
imports increased from less than 60,000
tonnes in 2010 to 254,400 tonnes in
2013 – see graph 1.
Putting this in context, the UK produced
289,500 tonnes of mutton and lamb
during 2013 and was the third largest
exporter globally, having shipped 104,000
tonnes (shipped weight). During this period
China became by far the largest importer
of sheep meat globally and now imports
more than double the volume of the
second largest importer, France.
With only New Zealand, Australia and
Uruguay officially supplying the Chinese
mainland market, this has lead to muchincreased demand for New Zealand
product, which has impacted the global
sheep meat market. New Zealand is by
far the largest external supplier to the
EU market as a whole and the UK in
particular. Additionally, the UK and the EU
has traditionally been by far the largest
market for New Zealand sheep meat.
However, China has changed this in the
space of just a few years – see graph 2.
In 2012 China became the largest
destination for New Zealand sheep meat
by volume, displacing the UK for the
first time in the 130-year history of New
Zealand sheep meat exports. In 2013 the

300,000

2005

Sheep meat

Source: China Customs

2004

The Chinese market is huge, with a
population of 1.4 billion and accounting
for around 20% of the world’s
population.
With a rapidly growing economy and
increasing incomes, meat consumption
has risen considerably. FAO figures show
that in the 50 years from 1961 to 2011
Chinese meat consumption rose from
under 4kg per capita per year to over
57kg. This is mostly pork. Despite the
rapid growth, China still has some way to
go to catch up with consumption levels in
more developed countries – in 2011 the
US consumed nearly 118kg per head and
the UK 82kg per head.

Graph 1: Chinese sheep meat imports 2000-2013

Tonnes (shipped weight)

By Paul Heyhoe,
Senior Market
Analyst

or PDO (Orkney, Shetland, Isle of Man
Manx Loaghtan and Lakeland Herdwick)
branded lamb or specific breeds can
compete and command high prices.
The UK should also be looking to
gain access to the Chinese market to
further offset the potential for the loss of
other markets or the possibility of other
suppliers being shut out of the Chinese
trade. The current Russian import ban on
certain products and countries, while likely
to have little/any impact on the sheep
meat market, demonstrates the volatility
of global trade.

Global market

Having as many markets open as possible
is beneficial to the UK trade as it increases
competition and mitigates the potential
loss of markets or disruptions in the global
trade. With China such a large player in
the world market, and with it yet to reach
its full potential, the UK sheep sector
should ignore the Chinese market at its
peril. Gaining access will take a number of
years but the size of the prize is worth it.
SHEEP FARMER

Feed cereals 10+ times/day – increase feed conversion and reduce your feed bill*

3IN1FEEDERS maximise profit

3IN1FEEDERS stop gorging

You can safely feed cereals like wheat and barley at
a fraction of the cost of other feeds.

When 3IN1FEEDERS are set to a restricted setting,
stock must insert their tongue 40mm into a groove
to access feed.

Rumens contain a range of microbe types. When
stock gorge on supplement, it reduces the PH and
unbalances microbe types. 3IN1FEEDERS allow stock
to get a supplement about 10 times/day ensuring
the rumen content is consistent. An efficient rumen
requires less supplement to produce protein.

They can only do this when their tongue has enough
saliva for feed to stick. Their tongue becomes dry after
5 minutes of licking, preventing access to ANY feed
until the saliva builds back up –
usually after an hour.

*Depending on field size and stock numbers per feeder, stock often feed from the feeder more than 10 times/day.

08000 786030
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NWEaSBxfG4
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Huge Chinese opportunity for NZ
– but UK exports remain key
By Dave Harrison, Beef
+ Lamb New Zealand
Regional Manager (Europe)
For over 130 years the UK has been
the biggest single market for New
Zealand sheep meat exports by volume.
This came to an end in 2013, due to
dramatic increases in Chinese demand
for imported red meat. In the year to
June 2013 alone Chinese imports of
New Zealand sheep meat increased
120% on the previous year to over
123,000 tonnes.
There are a number of factors behind
the rising demand for imported red meat
in China. A major one is a shift towards
more animal protein in the diets of China’s
growing and increasingly wealthy middle
classes. Related to this is the popularity of
‘hot pot’ restaurants, where thinly sliced
meat and vegetables are cooked in hot
stock at the table. Another factor driving
demand for imported animal proteins is
their reputation for consistent quality and
high food safety standards.
This rate of growth cannot be
sustained. Although the New Zealand flock
is stabilising after two decades of declines,
a significant lift is sheep numbers is
unlikely given that a key reason for the
drop in sheep numbers in recent years
has been conversion of land to other
uses, particularly dairy production. For
the coming 2014/15 season total export
sheep meat production is expected to be
down 2.6% at 357,100 tonnes carcase
weight, so there will simply be less lamb to
go around.

Carcase cuts

It is important to look beyond simple
export volumes, however, to get the
full picture of the extent to which New
Zealand’s lamb export patterns have
evolved, and of the opportunities that exist
within China. For decades, New Zealand
sheep meat exports have been moving
away from a frozen carcase trade to one
in which carcases are ‘disassembled’ and
parts sent to multiple places around the
globe for a range of food and non-food
uses.
This ‘disassembly’ model helps to
improve farmer returns – maximising the
value of the carcase by getting its various
parts into the markets that pay the best for
them. China has grown into an important
market for frozen sheep meat such as
breast and flaps, as these products lend
16		

NSA comment on NZ

The New Zealand flock has shrunk in
recent years, but increased efficiency
means higher output per ewe.
themselves well to ‘hot pot’ style cooking.
But equally, traditional markets generally
pay better for the popular cuts in those
markets – such as chilled lamb legs in the
UK, middle cuts in Belgium and Germany,
and lamb racks in the United States.
These differences in product type
exported to different markets are reflected
in average values received, and the UK
remains New Zealand’s biggest single
sheep meat market in values terms. At
just under NZ$6/kg (approximately **),
the average price received from exports to
China is significantly less than the nearly
NZ$9/kg (*)received for exports to the UK,
and less than half the prices received from
exports to Belgium, Germany or the United
States.
So while China has clearly risen in
significance for New Zealand sheep meat
exporters, the UK market remains a key
one for New Zealand farmers and is likely
to remain that way for the foreseeable
future. This is why market development
activity for New Zealand lamb exports
is still quite concentrated on the UK.
Alongside a public relations programme to
maintain awareness of the New Zealand
lamb brand, Beef + Lamb New Zealand
works with importers to generate demand
for New Zealand lamb as close as possible
to the point of purchase to have the
maximum impact on consumer behaviour.
Maintaining demand for lamb in the
UK is seen in New Zealand as a struggle
against meats like pork and chicken
rather than a competition between lamb
supplier nations. Intensively-farmed pork
and chicken is not seasonal, it is always
there when the consumer wants to buy
it and at a cheap price. This is where the
differences in the UK and New Zealand
production seasons ensure sure that

Given the current situation in the UK
retail market with New Zealand lamb,
readers may find it frustrating to read
information about NZ and UK lamb
complementing each other at different
times of the year.
The vast majority of NZ lamb comes
into the UK between mid-December and
June, as it has always done. The current
situation is the tail end of their production
being shipped over, which is supported by
very few of the major British retailers and
has been publically criticised by NSA and
others.
There have always been times
when odd shipments are unloaded at
inopportune times for UK producers, but
it is only a comparatively small amount
compared to peak the NZ season. The
problem this year has been heightened by
the fact these shipments have coincided
with a poor euro-sterling exchange rate,
low demand in France and not much
demand in UK either. We look forward
things picking up as we head into winter.
lamb is available all year round to keep its
space on restaurant menus, supermarket
shelves and shopping lists.
Seasons are not black-and-white
and reduced volumes of UK and New
Zealand lamb can always be found in their
respective ‘off-seasons’. But ensuring
year-round availability is important to
the continued relevance of lamb as a
mainstream meat category in the UK.
One lesson that the spectacular
increases in red meat demand from
China has demonstrated for all sheep
meat exporters is that markets change
over time and often in unexpected ways.
It is sometimes said in the New Zealand
industry that the one thing you can bank
on is that every season will be different.
Within the New Zealand ‘disassembly’
model, prices and access to alternative
markets are central to how different
seasons can play out.
Price is generally set by simple supply
and demand economics, and given the
impact that unforeseeable factors such
as the weather have on sheep meat
production it is a very difficult thing to
manage. However, market access – the
terms under which product enters the
importing country – is negotiated outside
of the influences of individual production
seasons and provides alternatives when
other markets are underperforming on
SHEEP FARMER

Plate-to-pasture not farm-to-fork
approach for NZ lamb producers
By Philip Houlding, Trade and Economic
Manager with the Meat Industry
Association of New Zealand
The New Zealand sheepmeat industry exports to over 120
countries. Its focus is on delivering the right cut to the right
consumer at the right time – for the best price.
It has not always been this way, however, and there has
been significant investment to turn the industry, farmers and
processors alike, from a commodity producer to a value-finder.
There are two historical events principally to credit for the
transformation – Britain joining the European Community in
1973 and the removal (for financial necessity) of Government
support linked to production in the 1980s. One of the results of
this has been a steady (and at times rapid) decline in the sheep
flock in New Zealand – from 70 million in the 1980s down to
under 30 million sheep wintered now. The fundamental change
has been an alignment with the market and a search for value,
away from a focus on adding production volume.
With the fall in the volume of raw material the entire sector
has had to look to increase efficiency. On the production side,
fertility, genetic and nutrition improvements (among others) have
meant that, despite the fall in ewe numbers, the amount of lamb
exported has remained roughly the same over the last 30 years.
In processing, companies have sought to reduce costs wherever
possible, investing in a variety of measures to improve efficiency
and yield.
One such project is Ovine Automation Limited, a consortium
of meat companies developing and commercialising robotic
technology for use in lamb processing. The objectives are to
improve labour productivity and pelt quality, while reducing
price. Gaining access to new markets
takes time to achieve, but the results are
enduring.
New Zealand sheep farmers are
in a fortunate position in this regard.
Agriculture and food exports are a
dominant part of New Zealand’s economy
and earn 70% of the country’s total export

contamination and avoiding injuries to workers.
While participants in the automation project represent about
80% of the sheep meat processing industry, some companies
chose not to be involved. All the processors in New Zealand
compete with each other, and while they each have differing
business strategies, they share a common goal to obtain the
greatest return for their products. Companies’ involvement is
therefore a strategic choice, not one mandated by Government
or regulation.
The New Zealand industry faces challenges that will be
familiar to UK readers – climate and price volatility, regulatory
continued on page 18
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sheep meat production, New Zealand has
no choice but to continue to work hard to
find and open up new places to sell our
products. New Zealand cannot meet global
demand for animal protein, however, and
so there are huge possibilities for UK
sheep meat producers – the key is getting
access to those markets.

merchandise revenues. So there is a major
incentive for the Government to work
with industry to open markets and keep
them open. New Zealand has also been
fortunate to have remained free of serious
animal diseases, such as BSE and footand-mouth.
As a nation that exports over 90% of
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The focus for processors in New Zealand has been to reduce
costs wherever possible and investing in a variety of measures to
improve efficiency and yield.
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continued from page 17
uncertainty and (often tenuous) barriers
to markets. All New Zealand processors
therefore focus on ways of responding to
customers’ needs; this is the best means
of ensuring the best return. As customers’
needs and wants have changed over time
(not least because our customers are from
increasingly diverse cultures and cuisines
in over 120 markets), so too has New
Zealand processing. For instance, one
company reportedly has 1,800 different
product specifications at one processing
site – a far cry from loading a frozen
carcase into a container.
Obviously the bulk of customers’
requirements are in meat quality. This
means reaching back behind the farmgate, since this is where meat quality
aspects are determined, through feed,
genetics, animal health, and indeed
through all production elements.
Wherever possible, meat processors
and marketers work with farmers to
support and encourage them to produce
the livestock global customers want. Any
additional costs placed on farmers have
to be justified by companies in terms of
added value being returned.

Meeting specs

It is here that the programmes many
New Zealand companies have with their
UK supermarket customers come into
play. The customer sets the specification
and farmer suppliers contract with New
Zealand meat companies to meet those
specifications – they are incentivised to do
so often with a higher price or bonus.
One of the major processors, ANZCO
Foods, has such an agreement with
Waitrose. There are regular producer group
days for farmers, where ANZCO provides
a wide range of benchmarking data and
producers share information. Payments
are based on supply that is on time and to
specification. There is an annual producer
prize (which is a trip to the UK). ANZCO
brings representatives
from the Waitrose
StockTrace Ad 210x80mm.pdf
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less the fat and bone, to capture yield
performance levels.
The technology takes an image of
the whole carcase and uses complex
algorithms to compare the shape and
colour profile with a large database of
boning trial results, including colour, pH
and tenderness. The VIAscan system
also means suppliers can measure the
performance of each individual carcase.
VIAScan enables Alliance Group’s
suppliers to improve their returns and
provides them with current market
information to help them make informed
decisions, particularly on the selection
of good genetics. The aim is to help the
co-operative’s suppliers align their on-farm
activity to the demands of consumers and
thereby optimise returns.

Farm data

New Zealand meat processors and
marketers work with farmers to support
and encourage them to produce the
livestock global customers want, says the
NZ Meat Industry Association.
annually, where they spend two weeks in
the country and meet producers.
Other companies also have
programmes to assist farmers to meet
different market specifications – which
are typically determined by customer
requirements (though there is also a
regulatory element in some cases, such
as some markets not allowing lamb from
antibiotic-treated sheep). Companies
have commissioned their own research on
eating quality and what farmers can do to
ensure that favourable characteristics are
present in their own animals.
The Alliance Group – the world’s largest
sheepmeat exporter – has used VIAScan
technology at its sheepmeat processing
sites in New Zealand since 2003. The
15:59
innovative technology measures the meat,

C

In a similar vein Silver Fern Farms, the
biggest sheep meat, beef and venison
company in New Zealand, is developing
the FarmIQ system for measuring onfarm production data against processing
outcomes. The investment programme,
including a software package available
to farmers, is described as a ‘demanddriven, integrated value chain’ and aims
to increase the amount of meat produced
that is suitable for sale to ‘high-end’
consumers.
The company describes this as a ‘plate
to pasture market focused’ strategy – as
opposed to the ‘farm to fork’ message
often heard – in that farmers adjust their
practice to meet consumers’ desires, not
the other way round.
Indeed this is a fitting way to describe
the evolution of the red meat sector in
New Zealand since Government support
was removed. We have gone from being
a commodity producer, rewarded for
generating artificially high volumes, to
responding directly to the needs of the
consumer and trying to extract as much
value as possible from each kilogram.
There is plenty more to be done.
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The impact of China
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Michael Sondergaard, Supply Chain Director, Tulip Ltd

James Evans, Beef Farmer, Shropshire

Banking on the beef industry

The outlook for English beef and lamb

Allan Wilkinson, Head of Agriculture, HSBC Bank plc

Nick Allen, EBLEX Sector Director
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‘Unproductive’ land boasts food,
environment and social outputs
By Joanne Briggs, NSA
The day I went to visit Sybil
Macpherson she’d had a late night
travelling home from an NSA meeting,
has agreed to fit in some filming with
the BBC that morning, is missing
an important meeting with Scottish
Woodland about a stock fence, and is
also trying to confirm if the water has
come back on after six weeks without a
supply to the house and farm.
All this has come to be normal for Sybil
and husband George, as they balance
the running of 2,000 ewes and 60
suckler cows over 4,000ha (9,885 acres)
alongside various commitments to the
local community and Sybil’s role as NSA
Scottish Region Chairman. Sybil took on
the two-year term as chairman in January
2013 and, although she says it has taken
her away from home far more than she
anticipated, Sybil and George seem to
embody the phrase ‘if you need something
doing ask a busy person’.
This has been a hectic time for NSA
Scottish Region, with difficult decisions
being made on CAP reform and Scottish
independence. Sybil’s lifelong involvement
with Brackley Farm, Damally, Argyllshire,
at the top of Loch Awe in the western
Highlands, meant she was speaking from
personal experience when representing
Scotland’s hill farmers in Government
meetings discussing the low area payment
being offered for rough grazing. She knows
the precarious position she occupies in
the top tier of the stratified sheep system
and the wider impact of hill farmers being

Sybil and George will feature in a BBC2
documentary series next autumn.
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Sybil and George Macpherson.
forced out of production.
“This area is heaving in summer with
tourists but in the winter there’s not
enough people to support the post offices,
schools or pubs because all the sheep
farmers have gone,” she tells the BBC film
crew producer on the morning of my visit.
She adds there is no longer an emergency
mountain rescue team in the area, let
alone a resident GP.
Trying to explain the dual impact of
low farming returns and red tape to the
BBC team is not easy in the couple of
hours they spend with Sybil that day, but
lucky they will be returning many times
between now and next summer, as they
are producing 12 one-hour documentaries
following five Scottish families through the
farming year. It is a spin-off from Lambing
Live and planned to air in September
2015, primetime on BBC2. This will be an
incredible showcase to explain that sheep
do much more than just produce meat, so
was clearly too important for Sybil to turn
down despite her already hectic schedule.
Currently ewes and lambs are being
sorted ahead of the next mating season.
Up to 300 ewes (a combination of
Blackface and Lleyn cross Cheviots) on
lower hill ground will be put to the tup
in late November and the rest (nearly
all Blackface with a handful of crosses)
around the same time but dependent on
the weather. The Macphersons like to
gather the ewes into a contained part of
the hill for the first cycle, before turning
out with chasers, but the snow has come
too early for the last two out of three years
and so tups have been taken up the hill
and left to find the females unaided. Ewes
on accessible land are scanned at the
end of February and those carrying twins
moved to in-bye land, but the in-bye land
is so scarce that it defeats the point of

looking for too many twins. Sybil likes to
offer a little feed where she can through
pregnancy, but given the huge areas of
land covered and accessibility issues in
winter, George’s preference is to provide
blocks on parts of the hill within a deer
fence.
“It is hard up here in the winter, but the
hill is a great place in summer,” says Sybil.
“There’s masses of grass, no parasites, no
flies and no health problems. The ewes are
in high fettle at this time of year, despite
being woefully thin in spring.”
Feet, teeth and fleece are the three
‘survivability’ traits the couple prioritise,
so any female not performing or who
has reached six years old is sold as a
cast ewe through Dalmally market in late
September.
“I always think the September-October
gather is a bit sad, taking the cull ewes
off the land where they’ve lived all their
lives and are hefted to, but George always
reminds me they’re going to a better
place,” she says. “It makes me nervous
when people invest a lot of money in our
old ewes and always amazes me how
they go on and thrive. They live here on
a shoestring and it is remarkable what
they will go on and do on other farms. We
can’t maximise that potential here, so are
reliant on people coming to buy ewes and
lambs so they can maximise it instead.”

Away wintering

Store lambs are sold at Dalmally from
late August through to November, while
ewe hoggs away-winter from early October
and are selected for home use or sale
in the spring. Away wintering for hoggs
and cattle started in 2001 when footand-mouth closed the marts. It showed
Sybil and George the benefits of picking
replacement females a few months later
and being able to sell calves as stronger
stores. For now they will continue to
wean cows onto a lorry in November and
away-winter them and the calves for five
months, but with costs and haulage rising,
the longer term plan lies in their Blue Grey
heifers that over-winter at home.
Foot-and-mouth year also saw Sybil
join 15 other farmers to form the Argyll
Hill Lamb group supplying local catering
outlets, including lamb-and-haggis burgers
for the ferry company operating to the
Western Isles. She sends 200 wethers to
over-winter with the hoggs to supply this
market. The group is discussing expansion,
but Sybil says they all need to get the
finishing right and better understand
SHEEP FARMER

Farm Facts

Poorer and older females are currently being sorted for sale as draft ewes.
target specifications for this to happen,
and in an area that does not traditionally
finish stock that is not easy.
George and Sybil do the majority
of the work themselves, including all
the shearing, and reply on friends and
neighbours to help at gathering times. The
couple have known each other their whole
lives, been together for many years and
married for just over a decade. However,
they have only farmed together for threeand-a-half years, as previously George ran
his family farm and Sybil ran Brackley,
which is been in her family for 170 years.

More land

The change came when Brackley nearly
doubled in size with the tenancy of the
farm next door, allowing George to leave
his family business to his brother and
his family and Sybil and George to work
alongside each other. They ‘neighboured’
before, exchanging labour at busy times
rather than paying for extra staff, which
aided the transition.
Sybil says it was a big decision to take
on the extra land, but when landlord
David Fellowes approached her she knew
her existing land would be negatively
affected if the land was abandoned.
There has been a massive change in
land use in her lifetime, shifting
away from sheep farming
and towards land being
owned or managed
by the Forestry
Commission,

Scottish Natural Heritage or private
woodland. As sheep disappear fences
stop being maintained and boundaries
are impossible to manage. Sybil and
George currently waste time and resources
covering an additional 2,000ha (4,950
acres) that their sheep can access via
abandoned land and unfenced woodland.
While Sybil hosted the BBC film crew,
George was meeting with Scottish
Woodland to see if they would at least
carry half the cost of stopping sheep
roaming through neighbouring forestry.
“That’s the problem when the land use
changes – it doesn’t just affect that bit
of land but the rest of the area as well,”
Sybil says, adding that forestry provides
cover for many foxes. The reintroduction
of sea eagles is also a predation problem,
but on the plus side Sybil also lists regular
sightings of golden eagles, golden plovers,
ptarmigan and red throated divers.
“We’re really lucky as most people go
their whole lives without seeing birds like
that. I don’t think anyone who
farms in this part
of the

• 3,000ha (7,415 acres) owned and
tenanted, plus a grazing licence for
1,000ha (2,470 acres) of Scottish
Natural Heritage land granted following
recognition that removing sheep
reduced biodiversity.
• A small amount of in-bye land, but
mostly hill ground and including five
Munros (Scottish mountains over 914m
(3,000ft)).
• 2,000 ewes, mostly Scottish Blackface,
but the 400 Lleyn cross Cheviots have
performed well in recent years and may
be increased.
• 60 suckler cows (three-quarter
Limousin from a Simmental base, put
to a Saler this year for calving ease)
plus heifers (increasingly Blue Greys
bred for out-wintering).
• Deer stalking clients and venison sales
turn over around £6,000 per year,
before fuel and labour.
world would do anything to harm them.
That’s why we get prickly when farmers
are given the blame for things. We haven’t
changed what we’re doing. Forestry and
land abandonment has altered the whole
system.
“I just hope we can do something to
make sheep farming a better place and
more enthusiastic to get new people in.
We are a very unproductive part of the
system here, but it’s very, very important
that we are here.”
Below: Ewes are born and remain on the
hill and mountain land up to six years of
age.

“Forestry
and land
abandonment
has altered the
whole system.”
Sybil Macpherson
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The clock is ticking on legal
requirements for spraying
By Howard Walsh,
contributor
Just one foil seal from a drum of
pesticide contains enough chemical
to breach the water quality standards
in a 20-mile stream. That astonishing
fact is just one of the many reasons
changes are being made to pesticide
regulations, which will harmonise
legislation throughout the EU.
The ‘Plant Protection Products
(Sustainable Use) Regulations 2012’,
introduced in July 2012, implemented
the EC Directive on the Sustainable Use
of Pesticides. The directive includes
provisions aimed at reducing risks
and impacts on human health and
the environment – not least ensuring
pesticides do not get into the drinking
water supply.
Most of the measures duplicate or are
similar to various statutory or voluntary
arrangements already in place in the UK,
so for UK farmers and growers who are
members of crop assurance schemes
and following best practice, it is virtually
business as usual.
However, the new rules have brought
ramifications for the grassland-based
livestock sector.
Farmers in this category tend to
be more infrequent users of product
by comparison with their arable
contemporaries, and many are not part of
crop assurance schemes.
One of the main points sheep farmers
need to be aware of is that people born
before 31st December 1964, and currently
not requiring operator certification, will
from 26th November 2015 have to hold a

recognised certificate like everyone else.
The so called ‘grandfather rights’ are
coming to an end.
A survey conducted by Eblex at the
Grassland and Muck Event in May did
show quite a high level of awareness of
the changing legislation and impending
deadlines, but it also showed that only a
minority were able to comply at that time.
Therefore, the message has to be that
grassland farmers need to be taking steps.
It has been suggested the loss of
grandfather rights could mean some
people will opt for engaging a contractor,
but there are options available if you
wish to become suitably qualified. A new
qualification – ‘City & Guilds level 2 award
in the Safe Use of Pesticides replacing
Grandfather Rights’ – does acknowledge
previous experience of older operators,
and therefore takes less time and is
a little less costly than existing level 2
qualifications. A workbook is provided,
which you can peruse at leisure, additional
training is optional, and there is then an
assessment – oral and practical. The
practical assessment will be relevant to
the operator’s business.
City & Guilds reminders farmers that
spray operators born after 31st December
1964 are already required to acquire
certification and new operators will
continue to need to do so under these new
pesticide regulations. The existing system
of PA certification will remain in place
and existing City & Guilds Certificates of
Competence for the Safe Use of Pesticides
will remain valid; anyone already holding a
certificate of competence will not need to
do anything new.
In addition to rules about sprayer
operators, another significant section of
the new regulations
relates to

Answers to some
commonly asked questions
• The legal certification requirements
apply to all users of professional
pesticides.
• An existing PA1 and application module
will allow a person to continue to spray
on the application equipment relevant
to the application module .
• A PA1 FEPA certificate is insufficient
and operators will need to have
completed an application module
on the relevant form of application
equipment.
• Intending purchasers of professional
plant protection products need a
certificate after 26th November 2015 if
using the products themselves.
• If purchasing product for someone else,
you need to be reasonably sure the
end-user is qualified.
• New certificates awarded to anyone
born before 31st December 1964 do
not cover them for contract work.
equipment testing. All users of pesticide
application equipment (except knapsack
and handheld sprayers) have to ensure
it is inspected, and all mechanised,
trailed or mounted operational equipment
applying professional products will require
testing.
Sprayers have to be tested once before
26th November 2016, unless under five
years old on that date. It is then once
every five years after first testing until
26th November 2020. From then on,
all sprayers over five years old must be
tested every three years. Other non-spray
applicators, booms sprayers under 3m
and mounted equipment like granular
applicators, will be tested less frequently
continued on page 24

Grandfather rights for sprayer operators
end on 26th November 2015, and all
sprayers must pass an MOT-style test
before 26th November 2016.
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Ewe condition exceptional in
ﬂock bolused pre-tupping
A Welsh lamb producer says
ﬂock empty rates have halved
and ewe condition has been
exceptional thanks to Tracesure
Traﬃc Lights.
Neil Perkins, who runs a lowinput system with a major
emphasis on grass, scanned just
29 empties in a ﬂock of 1,600
Lleyn and commercial ewes in
the very ﬁrst year of using the
trace element bolus.
The Tracesure Traﬃc Lights
bolus system is key to helping
livestock
producers
make
more from their grass because
it can help animals maximise
the energy and protein in
homegrown forage.
Neil, who farms in partnership
with his father, Roger, and wife,
Lynda, boluses ewes twice a year,
at pre-tupping and pre-lambing.
“Having such a low empty rate
means we don’t have to carry
unproductive ewes for a year. It
also keeps our replacement rate
down,’’ he says.

Neil Perkins says bolusing ewes pre-tupping produces
exceptional results at Dinas Island Farm.

The farmland at Dinas Island
Farm in Pembrokeshire is high
in molybdenum and this causes
problems with the uptake of
copper.
The reduction in the ewe empty
rate has been a big bonus to
the business. “You need those

extra lambs to put you on top
of the game. That’s the top end
margin,’’ says Roger.
Ewe condition is exceptional
too. “They are getting what
they need on a consistent basis,
getting little and often which
suits them well,’’ says Neil.
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www.animax-vet.com
or telephone 01359 252 181

‘Grandfather rights’
have expired for
lorry drivers
NSA urges everyone driving a lorry to move stock to be
aware that they are breaking the law if they did not
complete 35 hours of periodic training between 10th
September 2009 and 10th September 2014.
Anyone who did that training must also
complete another 35 hours between
now and 10th September 2019, and
again for every five-year block after that,
to remain legal.
This is an incredibly complex and
frustrating area of European legislation
that applies to professional lorry
and bus drivers, and unfortunately
implicates farmers too. The 2009 law
requires everyone wanting to drive
a lorry to hold a Driver Certificate of
Professional Competence (CPC). If you
were driving a lorry with a vocational
licence (shown as a letter C on the
back on your pink driving licence) before
10th September 2009 you had ‘acquired rights’ (also
known as grandfather rights) and automatically held a Driver
CPC, but that has now expired unless you completed 35 hours of

training within five years.
Professional training is counted in five-year blocks so training
completed between 10/09/2009-10/09/2014 cannot be rolled
over to 10/09/2014-10/09/2019; you start again from zero. To
reach the 35 training hours required you need to complete five
seven-hour approved sessions.
There are exemptions to the rule and the Driver and Vehicle
Standards Agency (DVSA, formerly VOSA) says ‘you do not need
Driver CPC if the vehicle you drive is used for non-commercial
carriage of goods for personal use’. This means taking sheep to
a market or abattoir definitely requires
the qualification, but driving to a show
is incredibly ambiguous.
While it can be argued that
showing is not for commercial
gain it is open to interpretation
by DVSA inspectors pulling
lorries over on the road. NSA
has sought legal advice and
been told that until someone
takes the issue to court there
is no ‘test case’ to use as
a legal defence. The fine for
driving a lorry without a Driver
CPC is £1,000. The fine for
driving a lorry without having
your Driver CPC card to show to an
inspector is £100.
For more detailed information and a full
list of exemptions of when you can drive a
lorry without a Driver CPC, go to www.gov.uk/
driver-certificate-of-professional-competence-cpc.

continued from page 22
– a maximum interval of six years.
The National Sprayer Testing Scheme (NSTS) system is
compatible with the requirements of the law, so anyone having
equipment inspected under the NSTS will be doing enough to
meet this new obligation.
A working group – including The Voluntary Initiative,
Chemicals Regulation Directorate, NFU, AIC, Agricultural Engineer
Association, Natural England, AHDB, HCC, NFU Cymru, BASIS,
Water Companies and Crop Protection Association – is helping
the grassland and forage sectors understand and deal with new
regulations. The new regulations are also now included in the
Red Tractor Assurance standards, as a voluntary option until it
become compulsory in 2016.
According to Dr Liz Genever, Eblex Beef and Sheep Scientist,
who has a special interest in grassland management, weed killers
applied to grassland and forage are among those most frequently
detected in water courses. Water companies, she says, can spend
millions of pounds installing and running equipment to remove
these products so that drinking water meets EU standards.
She warns it is possible that if the grassland sector does not
improve application standards then the use of these weed killers
may be restricted further.
Some of the biggest risks include:• Poor practice in the farmyard when filling and cleaning the
sprayer.
• Application when spraying clumps of weeds adjacent to ditches.
• Newly sown crops with bare and loose soil – including new
grass leys, maize and spring barley – can lose pesticides from
run-off after heavy rain. [Established grass swards with good
soil structure normally capture product well].
For more information on the rules see www.pesticides.gov.uk;
for City & Guilds guidance on grandfather rights go to www.nptc.
org.uk/qualificationdefault.aspx and select ‘Pesticides’; and for
sprayer testing see www.nsts.org.uk.
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RURAL CRIME ON
THE INCREASE
How secure is your
property, equipment
and livestock against
theft?
Secure Wireless Detection and Alarm Systems for
Gateways, Tracks, Yards Tack Rooms and remote locations.
Movement Detectors for Quad Bikes, Stock Boxes and
Trailers. Wireless Fire Alarms for Barns and Workshops.
Very effective modular systems which are easily installed
and can be added to or changed at any time.
For lots more information
including Case Studies and
a guide on how you can
protect your farm based on
Prevention, Detection and
Recovery visit our website or
Call Us Now on 0844 381 4258

SECURITY

Email: enquiries@westflight.co.uk
Tel: 0844 381 4258

www.westflight.co.uk
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DO SOLAR THE RIGHT WAY
DEVON FARMER SHEDS LIGHT ON DIVERSIFYING INTO SOLAR POWER SUCESSFULLY

At a time of increasing ﬁnancial pressure, many
farmers are looking for ways to diversify without
losing the agricultural use of their land. Devonshire
farmer Mr Gilbert Churchill, of Newlands Farm,
Axminster, chose to diversify the income of his
own farmland through the installation of solar
panels by Lightsource Renewable Energy.
Mr Churchill has shared his experience so that
other landowners can also beneﬁt from the
valuable lessons he has learned. He said: “It’s
environmentally friendly and it suits the farm
industry very much because it gives a secure
regular income. That’s very important to me and
to other farmers as the industry is struggling at
the moment to make ends meet. It’s a lifeline.”

A typical solar farm only takes up 30 per cent of
the allocated land, leaving the rest open for the
grazing of small livestock, along with a number of
other diversiﬁcations. Mr Churchill added: “With
solar panels you can run sheep, as I do. It’s very

quiet, you don’t know it’s there, and it’s generating
power for the local community. It’s clean energy
and it’s lowering our carbon footprint.”
It is important to ask plenty of questions about
the track record of a developer before entering
into any agreement. A reputable company will
have built many sites in the UK and will able to
manage the whole process from initial meeting
with the landowners to reinstating the site back
to its original condition in 25-30 years’ time.
Mr Churchill said: “You need to ﬁnd out at the
start where the money or investment is coming
from and who is going to own and operate the
solar farm for its lifetime. This will determine how
many companies are in the contractual chain and
how quickly your solar farm can be developed.
The lesser number of people involved, the better
for you and the quicker the solar farm will be
done.”
Lightsource already has funding secured, which
means that contractual negotiations can be
swift and quarterly rental payments can begin
immediately. This has allowed Lightsource to
become the leading operator of solar farms in the
United Kingdom – managing over 4000 acres of
farmland that has been diversiﬁed with solar power.
Mr Churchill continues: “Another thing you need
to ask about is planning. The developer should tell
you their process in obtaining planning permission.

Make sure you ask them how many planning
applications they have made and how many were
successful. This will give you an idea of how the
planning will go.”

Mr Churchill concludes with some ﬁnal tips, he
adds: “I would advise farmers to research solar
companies that operate solar farms locally and
regionally. You should request to view their
projects and speak with some of their clients. You
can then get a feel for which company has the
most experience and can make you the best offer.
This is a long term agreement, you need to be
sure the company operating and looking after the
solar farm is going to be around for at least 25
years.”
For more information on Lightsource Renewable
Energy, visit: www.lightsource-re.co.uk or phone
0333 200 0755.

Are you making the

most of your land or roof?
Earn guaranteed rental
income for 25 years
whatever the weather...

minimum

30
acres

U K’s No 1. Solar Energy Company
www.lightsource-re.co.uk
+44 (0)333 200 0755
harvest@lightsource-re.co.uk

Sheep farms bearing the brunt
of rise in rural crime
By Caitlin Peck, NSA
In August a leading agricultural insurer
announced a rise in the cost of rural
theft in 2013. With a three-year
increase in sheep worrying incidents
and a spate of arson attacks this
harvest, it’s easy for the farming
community to feel under attack.
The 2014 NFU Mutual Rural Crime
Survey estimates the value of rural theft
in the UK last year at £44.5 million - up
5.2% on the 2012 figure. Although the
rise is partly driven by the theft of high
value tractors, lower-tech sheep farming
enterprises remain prime targets for
burglars. Tools, ATVs and quad bikes, and
oil and diesel continue to top the insurer’s
list of most commonly stolen items. A 25%
hike in the cost of livestock rustling marks
2013 out as one of the worst years ever
for livestock theft.

Farm security top tips
Martin Sims, Chief Inspector of Sussex
Police, offers these tips.
• Keep things in your line of sight but out
of sight of others.
• Check fences regularly.
• Secure doors and gates with heavy
chains and strong locks. Ideally, hang
gates on cement or metal posts.
• Block off unused exits.
• Consider installing CCTV or movement
sensitive security lighting.
• Fit intruder alarms so they are clearly
visible and test the system regularly.
• Store ladders and tools securely when
not in use.
• Shut and secure equipment stores
when nobody is using them.
• Secure equipment and vehicles by
chaining them to immovable objects or
to themselves. You can disable them by
removing the battery or other devices.
Remove the hitches from trailers if
possible.
• Keep a register of the make, serial
number, colour and value of equipment
and vehicles. Take photographs and
note down any distinctive marks or
repairs.
• Mark items clearly to discourage theft
and then mark them subtly somewhere
a thief is unlikely to look (on the bottom
where mud gathers perhaps) or in UVsensitive pen.
• Consider photographing valuable stock.
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Protect your property by securing buildings and keeping tools out of sight.
These figures will have farmers
looking for ways to keep their stock and
equipment safe. PC Nick Willey, Force
Wildlife Crime Officer for Lincolnshire
Police, is realistic about farm security.
“The aim of on-farm security should be to
make it as difficult as possible for people
to target you and to slow them down as
they try - you’re never going to be able to
stop them entirely”, he says. PC Willey
offers some simple reminders for farmers
keen to protect their property from thieves.
He recommends good farm gates on
strong posts, and suggests blocking up
any unused entrances to fields or yards.

He also advises that equipment stores are
shut and secured when not in use.
Theft is far from the only rural crime
worry for sheep farmers. Freedom of
Information requests by Farmers Guardian,
supported by NSA, have revealed an
almost 50% rise in reported incidents of
sheep worrying between 2011 and 2013.
Frustratingly, there is little farmers can
do to prevent attacks on their sheep by
dogs. However, NSA has been working
hard to communicate with dog owners and
promote the importance of responsible
dog handling in rural areas. Through a
dedicated online resource, coverage in

CCTV straight to your smart phone
You can watch live footage from your CCTV
cameras on a smart phone or tablet.
Whether you link your device up with your
system over the internet or through an
app, you can keep an eye on your farm
wherever you are.
NSA member and Shropshire livestock
farmer Nigel Lloyd uses the app Swann
View Link to view pictures from his
cameras on his phone and tablet on
the go. Nigel says: “I use Swann View
Link to monitor my cattle during calving,
but I’m thinking of moving the cameras
for security use outside of my calving
seasons. The app’s great for peace of
mind. I do a bit of work off the farm so
it’s good to be able to see what’s going
on back at home. It’s also really useful in
the summer when you’re out and about
on the farm, and it means other family
members can see the footage too. The

Nigel Lloyd.
system’s easy to set up. The cameras
feed back to a hard drive which you plug
into your internet router - and then you’re
ready to go.”
SHEEP FARMER

the national, regional and dog press and a
social media campaign, NSA is educating
the public about the consequences of
sheep worrying and the steps they can
take to prevent it.

Sheep worrying

Farmers can play their part in preventing
attacks on their sheep by maintaining
fences and displaying signs encouraging
responsible dog handling. It can also be
helpful to ask neighbours to tell you if they
see a dog loose among your sheep.
NSA has also been in conversation
with all UK police forces, Police and Crime
Commissioners and councils, in order
to underline for them the seriousness of
sheep worrying. Police forces across the
UK run a number of schemes aimed at
tackling dog attacks on sheep. Information
on police action on sheep worrying and
tips on what to do if your sheep are
attacked are available in the ‘Dog Owners’
section of the NSA website.
This harvest was blighted by attacks
on straw stacks. Reports of arson on
farms rolled in from across the country

Sheep rustling progress
Dorset PCC Martin Underhill,
Bournemouth University and the
National Wildlife Crime Intelligence
Unit are developing a tracking chip
aimed at tackling sheep rustling.
The chip is designed to be implanted
into one sheep in a flock to combat
the theft of entire flocks. The project
will also investigate the potential of
DNA testing rams in order to identify
whole flocks through their small pools of
paternal ancestors.
Dorset Police operates a scheme
called ‘Stop That Thief’, in which gates
and doors are fitted with alarms which
are triggered when a potential criminal
approaches. The intention is to scare
burglars off before they can begin a break
in. ‘Stop That Thief’ has also been trialled
successfully in Herefordshire and is set to
be rolled out across the county.

Easy to use

A recent 25% rise in sheep rustling has encouraged farmers to increase security.
during August. A blaze in Wrockwardine,
Shropshire, caught the headlines as 500
tonnes of straw worth over £30,000
went up in flames. The Country Land and
Business Association (CLA) was among
those who called for care when storing
straw and hay. The CLA urged farmers to
keep straw out of public sight and away
from roads and buildings containing
livestock. Farmers were also advised
to split large hay and straw stacks into
smaller stacks and to ask their neighbours
to report suspicious behaviour. Ed Barker,
National Agricultural Adviser at the CLA,
says: “As a farmer, engaging with the local
community is very wise. It means a fire
will be picked up sooner and endanger
as few people as possible. Talking to the
police and is a good way of making sure
you’re well-prepared to mitigate against
the problem.”
Police forces also want farmers to talk
to them and have asked rural inhabitants
to report any unusual activity in their area.
Chief Inspector Sims of Sussex police says:
“If you see or hear of anything suspicious,
please don’t be reluctant to call your

Quick set up

Lightweight

police force. You can be our eyes and
ears”. Chief Inspector Sims recommends
the use of Farm Watch schemes, which
allow two-way communication between
the public and the police on potential local
security threats.
Those looking to step up security on
their farm may consider installing a CCTV
system. From basic cameras costing
around £65 to £1,200 cameras that can
see two miles in daylight, there are a huge
range of options on offer. You can even buy
drone cameras, designed to monitor your
farmland from above. Christopher Jones
of Farm CCTV, Shrewsbury, estimates the
cost of a simple two camera system with
software at £500. Mr Jones reports a rise
in the number of security CCTV systems
he is being asked to install. “Once you’ve
got a CCTV system for monitoring lambing
it’s easy to add a security camera or two”,
he says. “Things can also be set up so you
can move the cameras and use them for
security once lambing is over.”
NSA can supply sheep worrying signs
to members. Email caitlin@nationalsheep.
org.uk or call 01684 892661.

Multi-functional

Durable
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not the sheep to the pens
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Keeping track of disease, at
individual and national level
By Joanne Briggs, NSA
With big changes happening to disease
surveillance in England and Wales,
how to identify new and emerging
infections in livestock is a hot topic.
But long-established health problems
that are endemic is sheep populations
are equally important and must not be
forgotten, says Alick Simmons, Defra
Deputy Chief Veterinary Officer.
Mr Simmons will address the biennial
Sheep Health and Welfare Conference
in November – see panel – and spoke
exclusively to NSA ahead of the event
about the role of surveillance in managing
risk at an individual level, regional and
country.
“A detailed knowledge of the diseases
that are and are not on your farm will allow
you to plan your business to maximise
profit,” Mr Simmons says. “If a disease
is not there you can tailor your buying
decisions to ensure you keep it out.
If a disease is there you can develop
strategies in partnership with your vet
to tackle it. I believe a lot of farmers live
with disease because that’s what they’ve
always dealt with. If your lamb mortality
has always been at 5-10% you think that’s
normal, but if you got it down to 2-3% just
think of the profit that might come from
that.”

Government to establish if there is a risk
to human health and/or a significant
knock-on effect to trade. Whereas
foot-and-mouth shuts down borders
immediately, sharing information about an
emerging disease with trading partners
early on will ensure good understanding
and a measured approach, he says.
But will early alarms and good
communication happen now we have
fewer AHVLA veterinary investigation
(VI) centres? Disease and flooding
were the two areas of Defra’s budget
that were shielded from the full extent
of Government spending cuts, yet the
budget for AHVLA scanning surveillance
in England and Wales this financial year is
£4.9m, compared to £8m in 2010/11.

Spending cuts

“We needed to look at surveillance hard
because there is less money available,
but it needed looking at anyway,” says
Mr Simmons, explaining that geography,
farm type and species of samples sent
to VI centres were not representative of
livestock populations.
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The biennial Sheep Health and
Welfare Conference is being held on
Wednesday 26th November 2014 at
Yarnfield Park Conference Centre,
Stone, Staffordshire, ST15 0NL,
9.30am-4pm.
The event is organised by the Sheep
Health and Welfare Group (SHAWG) with
bookings administered by NSA. Download
a booking form at www.nationalsheep.
org.uk/SHAWG or call NSA Head Office on
01684 892661 to attend the event.
Tickets are £30 including VAT and
topics covered will include practical
tips on keeping your flock secure, new
techniques for monitoring disease onfarm and industry collaboration to control
sheep scab.
“Lowland sheep and dairy were
reasonably good but hill sheep and
beef cattle were under represented.
Carcases are difficult to process and
difficult to move around, and there is an
understandable reluctant to submit a hill
ewe when the value of that animal is less
than the fuel to move it 50 to 100 miles.”

New provision

Investigations

Mr Simmons would like to see more
investigation of disease, be it sending
blood or tissue samples for testing or
asking for a full post mortem, so individual
farms can tackle problems and more
general trends can be monitored.
He gives the hypothetical example of
an abortion storm in Somerset, saying the
flock owner needs to understand what is
happening, but if the vet spots something
unusual and reports it centrally, alarms
bells will ring if another vet spots
something similar on the Yorkshire
Moors.
“Good surveillance relies on
information from a variety of sources.
That includes investigating problems
that don’t kill animals but merely cause
ill-thrift. We need to understand
what the normal background of
disease is so we can spot
when patterns change and if
they change in more than one location,”
says Mr Simmons, explaining immediate
action can then be taken at flock level
and an impact assessment initiated by

Health and Welfare
Conference

Blue coloured areas on the map are within
a one-hour radius of a regional laboratory,
yellow one-hour of a post mortem provider,
green covered by a third party service
provider and grey not currently covered.

The new system is therefore based
on six remaining regional laboratories
and third party service providers (Royal
Veterinary College, SAC Consulting, Bristol
University and Surrey University) offering
post mortems and diagnostic services in
areas at a distance from remaining VI
centres – see map. There are also
some free collection facilities
on offer for the time being in
certain areas. The key is to
speak to your vet to see how
your area is provided for.
Mr Simmons says there are
still some gaps in coverage but
AHVLA is committed to training
vets to be better able to do
basic post mortems on farms
so information can be added to
the data collected by the third party
providers and VI centres.
“If you rely on very good diagnosis from
a very small sample of animals, which we
were doing, that is not as good as getting
somewhat less sophisticated data from
more animals from a larger geographical
area,” Mr Simmons concludes.

Source: AHVLA
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Reduce embryonic losses to
maximise lambing potential
By Neil
Laing, Clyde
Vet Group
By the time a ewe is scanned it is too
late to do anything about increasing
the number of lambs inside her, so
knowing the factors that can influence
this number is important now, as the
majority of commercial flocks gear up
for tupping.
Ask yourself what is your scanning
percentage normally? Has it changed in
the last year or two? If it has, do you know
why? Has your barren rate increased?
One cause of fewer lambs is early
embryonic death, which can go unnoticed
until scanning time, where there will be an
increase in the barren rate and a reduction
in the number of scanned lambs. Many
ewes will apparently hold to the tup, but
because of infection will resorb the lambs
and scan barren.
A common cause of abortion –
toxoplasmosis – can also cause early
embryonic death. The causative organism,
Toxoplasma gondii, has the domestic cat
as its host and is spread in cat faeces. All
other mammals, including humans, can
become infected with the organism. They
will show no signs but carry the infection in
cysts in their tissues.
If sheep are infected in early pregnancy
the embryos are killed and ewes may take
the ram again, or often present as barren
at scanning time. This is particularly
annoying, as these ewes will not have any
lambs next year and are a big economic
loss for the farm.
There is a very effective vaccine against
toxoplasmosis and if used at least four
weeks prior to mating is highly effective
in controlling the infection. Only one

Toxoplasma oocysts from cat faeces.
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vaccination is needed as this provides
lifelong immunity against the organism.
Other causes of early embryonic death
are less dramatic, but are important for
the profitability of any sheep enterprise.
On the opposite hand to losing lambs is
gaining extras. We all know ewes need
to be ‘flushed’ prior to mating, but do we
understand why?
Flushing puts the ewes on a rising
plane of nutrition, which helps with
increasing the ovulation rate. Also it
helps more fertilised eggs implant in
the ewe. Ensuring that ewes are kept on
bare pasture for two to three weeks prior
to moving onto good pasture effectively
flushes ewes.
Body conditioning ewes six weeks pretupping is also important for flushing. Overfat ewes have hormones in their blood
that depress their appetite. The problem
here is that putting these ewes onto good
pasture will not increase their energy
intake and they will not get the benefit of
flushing.

Over-fat ewes

Many of these ewes are over-fat at this
time of year because they reared a single
that was finished early and these ewes
were not put on poorer pastures then. The
consequence is that many of these will
only have a single the following year too,
which is not ideal for the profitability of a
commercial flock. Ideal condition scoring
for ewes at tupping should be 3-3.5 for
lowland flocks and 2.5-3 for hill flocks –
see table 1 and footnote.
Equally important is not disturbing the
ewes for the first 40-ish days of pregnancy,
as any increase in stress can cause the
ewes to reabsorb the lambs. Checking
ewes without a dog and moving them
sympathetically if needed will help reduce
the possibility of this occurring.
Another way to help maximise the lamb
crop, especially if using artificial breeding
techniques or synchronising ewes using
hormones, is to use teaser rams.
These rams are sterile and have been
vasectomised but still have the hormones
that give them the desire to mate, and the
Table 1: Target body condition scores
throughout the year
Hill Upland Lowland
ewes ewes ewes
2
2
2.5
At weaning
3
2.5
3.5
At tupping
2.5
2
3
At scanning
2.5
2
3
At lambing

Neil Laing.
recognised smells of breeding rams. They
get ewes cycling before the usual mating
season and can be used to tighten up the
lambing period. They are very useful when
sponging ewes as they can enhance the
effect of the hormones used to ensure
good scanning results, where historic poor
results with sponging have occurred.
Poor results with sponges occur
because the ewes are not cycling before
the sponges are put in. This means that
they may cycle once, get mated and seem
to settle, but go silent again and then
scan empty or break between cycles later
in the season. Using a teaser for two
weeks before the sponges are inserted
will reduce the chances of this happening.
They can be used for the first cycle after
sponge removal as well.
The final piece of the jigsaw when
considering maximising the lamb crop
potential is the ram stud.
We often overlook the rams until just
before we remember we need to put them
out, by which time it is too late to deal with
any issues.
An MOT should be performed on all
rams at least six weeks before using to
sort out any physical issues like footrot.
Checking the mobility of the rams to
ensure they will be able to get about and
work is important too.
A basic examination of the testicles
and penis for obvious lumps and bumps
or sores is important, as is the presence
of the recognised strong smell and good
purple colouration of the skin inside the
back legs. Scrotal circumference is a good
guide to the fertility of rams. For lambs it
should be at least 30cm and for adults at
SHEEP FARMER

Table 2: Recommended ram ratios
Ram Type
Ram: Ewes
Mature ram
1:35 to 1:50
Ram lamb
1:15 to 1:30
Synchronised matings
1:5 to 1:10
many rams, as some may need changing
over because of illness during the mating
season.
In summary, minimising early lamb
losses is a multifactorial task that is as
much about planned early management
as it is about thinking about controlling
infectious disease.

More lambs

Simple examination and measuring of ram testicles is a useful guide, but consider
coupling it with a semen test too.
least 34cm, but ideally 40cm. It is easy to
measure on farm and any problem sheep
should be shown to your vet.
It may be desirable to get all your stock
rams semen tested prior to use. All of
the above can be used as a guide, but
in combination with a semen evaluation
give a good measure of the likelihood of
maximising the fertility of the flock.
We are increasingly testing more

reliability

ram studs on farm and find a surprising
number of older rams that are sub-fertile.
Many people test their newly purchased
rams but forget about the older ones.
Mating ratio is an important factor too,
and is age dependent – see table 2.
Many adult rams are expected to mate
up to 100 ewes in a year, and seem to
manage fine, but this may lead to less
lambs as a result. You can never have too

you can count on

All of the industry bodies in the UK
show figures with wildly varying lambing
percentages between farms with similar
geography. This is the single factor
that flockmasters can put effort into to
maximise the lamb crop – the more lambs
that are conceived, and subsequently
born and reared, means that the income
to that enterprise is as good as it can be,
whatever the fat lamb price.
For more information on flushing
see the XLVets article in the August/
September edition of Sheep Farmer
and see Eblex’s Sheep Better Returns
Programme manual 12, which also
provides good information on trace
elements.
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Focus farm scrutinises lameness
David Venables was not happy with the
levels of lameness in his early lambing
flock and could see the impact it was
having on lamb growth rates.
He farms at Holly Tree Farm, Lower
Withington, Macclesfield, Cheshire, and
lambs 160-170 ewes in February and the
same number again later in the spring.
The February-born lambs are creep fed
with the target of finishing them from June
onwards to achieve an optimum price.
To address the lameness issue, David
has adopted the principles of the fivepoint plan, which Eblex has promoted as
part of its Sheep Focus Farms project –
see panel. David has worked with Jenny
Torrance, his vet from Wright & Morten,
and David Hall from Eblex to establish
the best way of addressing the current
lameness issue and also establish a
prevention plan for the future. This has
been shared with local producers at two
on-farm already.
To start the process, 250 Februaryborn lambs were turned over in May and
had the soundness of their feet checked.
On first inspection 61% of lambs showed
signs of lameness. They were then split
into three groups by diagnosis – those with
feet that were sound (97-head), those with
scald (60) and those with footrot (93). Of
the lambs that were diagnosed with footrot
there was a proportion that had lesions
that looked like CODD but on further
investigation were advanced footrot that
had tracked up the foot.

From left to right, David Venables with sons William (14) and Richard (19).
Treatments:• Lambs with sound feet were run through
a 3% formalin foot bath and stood on
the concrete yard to allow to dry.
• Lambs with scald had all four feet
sprayed with an antibiotic spray.
• Lambs with footrot had an injection of
Betamox LA (1ml/10kg) and sprayed
with antibiotic spray – see picture.
None of the lambs had their feet trimmed
as research has shown that trimming
infected feet slows the healing process.
Following the lambs through the
treatment period has shown that of the
93 lambs diagnosed with footrot, 50%
were sound on their feet after three days
and 80% were sound after seven days.
Foot bathing using a 3% formalin solution
continued to be used as part of the
treatment strategy.

The same approach was taken with the
ewes, with 18 out of 150 (12%) identified
as needing treatment. The causes of
lameness were footrot and scald with no
incidence of CODD identified. One ewe had
fly strike in the foot and this was treated
the same as the ones with footrot – see
picture.
Of the 18 ewes treated all have
recovered apart from one ewe, which has
not responded to numerous treatments
and will join the group that will be culled.
David Hall from Eblex says: “Lameness
was having a direct impact on the returns
that the lambs are leaving. The lambs at
Holly Tree Farm were at least three weeks
behind where there have been in previous
years and with lamb prices following the
seasonal decline the return per kilo is
reducing by the day.

Price per kg (left axis) and daily liveweight gain (right axis) fall as a result of lameness,
reducing income per lamb sold off the farm.
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This ewe was identified with flystrike in her
hoof (above), which is pictured again seven
days later (below).

This is the same hoof of a lamb, photographed with severe footrot prior to treatment (left)
and again three days later (right).
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The focus farm model
Monitor farms, surveillance farms and focus farms are
becoming increasingly common right across the UK.
Eblex has run more than 40 focus farms in England in the
past four years, giving hundreds of farmers the chance to
follow other commercial producers as they investigate and
address production issues on their farms.
The host farmer is asked to identify areas of the business
where they feel they can improve. A series of management
changes to resolve the challenges are then developed and the
impact of the changes are monitored along the way. During
the process the host farmers work with Eblex experts and
industry specialists in animal health and nutrition, grassland,
genetics and business management, and are encouraged to
analyse management data and use this information to aid
their decision-making.
The progress made and the results of the investigation are
disseminated at a series of on-farm events throughout the
year. This gives the opportunity for other farmers to see firsthand what is being done and what the impact has been. They
also share their thoughts and experiences.
There are currently 19 Sheep Focus Farms in England (see
map), sponsored by NSA, with the aim of addressing health
and welfare issues such as lameness, infertility, parasites
and clostridial diseases. The flocks involved range from 350
to 2,000 ewes, totalling more than 15,600 females. Eblex is
working in partnership with ADAS, Westpoint, Duchy and SAC
to provide national coverage and a series of on-farm meetings.
The project is supported under the Rural Development
Programme for England (RDPE) Skills and Knowledge Transfer
Framework, which is jointly funded by Defra and the European
Union.
Find out at more at www.eblex.org.uk/returns/cattle-sheephealth-welfare-project.

Optimising
Sheep Nutrition
Energyze feed-licks have been carefully
formulated to address the nutritional
requirements of the ewe at 3 key stages
Energyze Forage Booster

• Feed mid pregnancy
• Improved forage digestibility &
utilisation
• Boosts rumen activity
• Low intake

Energyze Vitality

• Final 6-8 weeks of pregnancy
• Easier lambing
• Improved lamb vitality, thriftiness &
survival
• Improved colostrum quality & quantity

Energyze Promag+

• For grazing lactating ewes
• Boosts milk production
• Promotes ewe & lamb health &
performance
• Reduces the risk of grass staggers

“At this time of year lambs are declining by around 1.6p/day
and over a 21-day period the total reduction in value is around
£14 on a 41kg lamb. Lameness in the lambs is impacting on their
performance by reducing daily liveweight gain and increasing
days to slaughter. This reduced performance is costing around
65p per day in reduced value per lamb and also increasing costs
due to additional creep feed and grass required to finish the
lamb.” See graph.
Mr Venables agrees: “You get slower growth rates in lame
lambs as they don’t eat and perform as well.”
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Birkhill Commercial Park
Coalburn, Lanarkshire ML11 0NJ
Tel: 01555 820627
Fax: 01555 820904
info@strathclydenutrition.com
www.strathclydenutrition.com
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Beware of Johne’s disease and
avoid it entering your flock
By Dr Karen
Stevenson
Johne’s disease,
also known as
paratuberculosis, is a fatal infectious
disease of the gut caused by the
micro-organism Mycobacterium avium
subspecies paratuberculosis (Map).
The infection is characterised by a
long incubation period, where it often
goes unnoticed, and there are no specific
clinical signs of Johne’s disease in sheep.
The disease presents as a chronic,
progressive loss of body condition due
to impaired digestion and wasting of
muscles. Diagnosis of Johne’s disease
is particularly difficult in sheep and
expensive compared with the value of
stock. A vaccine is available for controlling
the disease, although it does not prevent
infection.
Johne’s disease generally has an
incubation period of two years or more,
during which time it is difficult to detect
infection and the animal gradually loses
condition. Unlike the situation with cattle,
diarrhoea is not commonly observed with
sheep, although Johne’s infected sheep
may show an increased susceptibility
to other infections such as parasitic
gastroenteritis.
There is very little known about the
prevalence of Johne’s disease within
sheep flocks in the UK. Surveillance data
from Scotland from 1998 to 2007 showed
that 2% of sheep flocks had a laboratory
diagnosis of Johne’s
Diagnosis of Johne’s
in sheep is difficult, as
in vitro cultures (left)
are difficult and slow
to grow. ELISA tests
(below) are not used
frequently enough
in sheep to be
optimised.
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disease and it is very likely that the
condition is under-recognised in sheep.
Infected sheep shed Map in their
faeces and the main route of infection for
other sheep is through the ingestion of
food and water contaminated with Map.
Young animals are more susceptible to
infection than older animals and if sheep
are infected as lambs they are more likely
to develop clinical signs.
Young animals can pick up the infection
by ingesting infected faeces on the teats
and udders of their dams or, if the dams
are infected, via contaminated colostrum
or milk. Map has a very complex cell wall
which enables it to survive for long periods
of time in the environment (nine months
in water, 11 months in slurry and 47
months in soil) and also makes it resistant
to pasteurisation, chlorination, freezing
and many antibiotics. It can therefore
survive and contaminate pasture for a
considerable time.

Detection

Diagnosis of the disease in individual
sheep can be tricky, in particular during
the pre-clinical stage, where shedding of
Map in the faeces may be sporadic and
low numbers of are bacteria present.
Detecting the organism in faecal samples
using culture methods is slow and
technically challenging. Some Map strains
that infect sheep can take many months
to produce visible signs of growth. The
application of new molecular based tests,
such as PCR, are particularly useful for
diagnosis in sheep and provide more rapid
results.
Other blood based diagnostics look
for specific antibody responses to Map
to determine whether animals have been
exposed to the infection. These tend to be
unreliable during the pre-clinical stages
of the infection and the commercially
available ELISA tests, which are used
extensively with cattle, are not used

More from Moredun
Don’t miss the Moredun Roadshow this
autumn – a list of dates and venues is
provided with this magazine and NSA
thoroughly recommends attending one
in your area.
All NSA members are automatically
associate members of Moredun too and,
as such, receive occasional technical
newssheets. A newssheet on Johne’s
disease was included with the previous
edition of Sheep Farmer magazine. If
you cannot find yours please contact
NSA on 01684 892661 or enquiries@
nationalsheep.org.uk for a replacement.
To support Moredun by becoming a full
member contact them on 01314 455111
or visit www.moredun.org.uk.
so frequently for sheep and so work is
required to optimise these tests for use.
Post-mortem diagnosis is more reliable
where gross pathology, histological
examination and application of molecular
techniques will confirm Johne’s disease.
The control measures to take against
the disease will depend on the type of
farm and the livestock species present,
so it is important to develop an animal
health plan with your vet. Map is often
spread unknowingly between farms
through the introduction of sub-clinically
infected animals as replacement stock or
sharing breeding animals between farms.
Maintaining a closed flock and minimising
the purchase of replacement breeding
stock, where possible from Johne’s free
flocks, is recommended.
There are currently no Johne’s disease
assurance programmes for sheep, unlike
the situation with cattle, so it is difficult
to maintain effective biosecurity if
significant numbers of replacement stock
are required to be brought into the flock.
Cull out affected sheep and do not retain
lambs born to diseased ewes due to the
high risk that they will also be affected.
Clean lambing pens and water troughs
regularly to help reduce the environmental
contamination with Map and avoid grazing
young lambs on pasture recently treated
with slurry.
As Map may be transmitted between
cattle and sheep, try to avoid co grazing
where possible. Vaccination is a further
option for use in sheep to reduce clinical
disease and shedding of Map, although it
is important to note that the vaccine does
not prevent infection.
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Positivity from early wool sales
As the wool selling
season moves into top
gear and an increasing
proportion of the 2014
clip is offered at BWMB
auctions, the results
from the early part of the season have
been particularly pleasing, says BWMB
chairman Malcolm Corbett.
“Sales are going well for all types
of wool, with a notable demand for the
finer micron types which are receiving
premiums,” he says. “It is pleasing to see
the overall sale average up by 15p/kg
compared to the same period last year and
there is no evidence to suggest the guide
prices issued earlier in the year won’t be
met and in some cases exceeded.” See
table.
By the third week of August BWMB had
sold 14% of the anticipated 2014 wool
clip, with prices pleasingly high.
“The mid-August sale saw an 87%
clearance of the 2.16m.kg offered,
with the indicator price sitting at 154p/
kg,” Mr Corbett says. “The importance
of the auction system can never be
underestimated and it makes a marked
impression in a year such as this when
volumes are up and demand is strong.
Buyers have to compete within the auction,

which is beneficial to wool producers.”
Mr Powell, BWMB Chief Operating
Officer, believes improved prices are also
a result of the introduction of new quality
control measures at depots through the
UK, and asks farmers to play their part
too by sending their fleeces in a clean,
uncontaminated condition, well rolled and
well packed into wool sheets.
Mr Powell says demand for British wool
continues to grow from both domestic and
overseas users, with the Far East market
still taking significant volumes of quality
British wool. This is particularly welcome
this year, as fleeces are well grown and
Scotland and Wales have seen a 6%
increase in clip size, with the English clip
up 1.5-2%
Those producers who have already
received their grading details this season
will have noticed some changes. Mr Powell
explains: “A number of new grades have
been introduced to better reflect modern
market conditions. It has become evident
in recent years that some types of wool
which have historically been classified
as carpet making wools have, in recent
years, been used by some manufacturers,
particularly in China, in top making.
“Understandably the price difference
between carpet and top making wool can

2014 guide prices
Breed/type
Suffolk
Romney/Kent
Texel/Lleyn
Mule/Cross
Cheviot
Radnor/Beulah
Welsh
Swaledale
Blackface

Average clip value
(£/kg)
2013 2014 Actual
Guide
£1.05
£1.15
£1.22
£1.40
£1.15
£1.26
£1.15
£1.25
£1.25
£1.37
£1.04
£1.14
£0.75
£0.82
£0.40
£0.42
£0.96
£1.05

Source: BWMB. Net values provided after all
operating costs deducted and excluding VAT. Guide
prices based on last year’s selling season.

be significant, often as much as 20-25p/
kg, so a change in the grading structure
has enabled more wool to be targeted at
this market.
“BWMB’s regular contact with our
customers, both at home and overseas,
is crucial in helping farmers get the best
value for their wool and by listening to
our customers requirements we are able
to implement changes, such as these
adjustments to the grading which are to
the benefit of all, both our producers and
our customers.”

Sheep farming past re-enacted
An iconic black and white photograph
taken in 1953 has been recreated, to
remind the local residents of Kendall,
Cumbria, and further afield, about the
farming activity that underpins the local
economy to this day.
The Town Council’s motto is Pannus
mihi panis, usually translated as ‘Wool
is Our Bread’, yet the closure of the town
abattoir, movement of the market out of
town and sheep no longer being moved
along busy roads means the town’s
population now rarely sees evidence of
sheep farming.
In 1953 renowned photographer
Joseph Hardman captured a couple of
hundred Swaledale ewes belonging to
William Dargue, now 91, coming down
All Hallows Lane, Kendal, from winter
pastures in the Lyth Valley back to his
farm at Longsleddale, north east of the
town. The recreation involved Alison O’Neill
droving 150 Rough Fells owned by Jayne
and Brian Knowles of Selside, volunteers
posing, modern vehicles positioned
exactly, and local photographer Helen
Isaac taking the shot.
Two volunteers were Edward Acland
and Tony Walshaw, who appeared in the
OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2014

Vehicles and people were used to exactly recreate the 1953 photograph.
original when they were 11 and nine years
old. Mr Acland, now 72, says it was his
family’s Landrover in the original picture,
with an L plate on the back because his
elder bother Oliver was learning to drive.
Unlike in the 1950s, this time the road
had to be closed, the council and police
liaised with, a huge range of paperwork

completed and red tape tackled. Yet the
event went ahead, watched by a crowd of
more than 100 people and covered by the
local and regional news. It was organised
by the Westmorland Agriculture Society
and Kendal Wool Gathering to promote
upcoming events in the local area.
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Conference and Ambassador
applications for Next Generation
The inaugural year for the NSA Next Generation Ambassador
Programme is proving a huge success so far and plans are now
afoot to open applications for the 2015 intake in November.
It is nearly a year since 11 young people were selected for
the 2014 Ambassador Programme and they will share their
experiences at an NSA Next Generation conference on Wednesday
12th November, joining a packed agenda alongside other speakers
dedicated to inspiring and assisting young people in the sheep
sector – see panel.
The conference, organised in association with RASE, will be
held at Abbey Home Farm in Gloucestershire, which is committed
to providing agricultural apprenticeships and will welcome visitors
on a tour of the business and its dynamic
plans for the future.
The conference will be a part of the
Sheep Farmer
2014 Ambassadors’ fifth and final delivery
Next Generation Focus
session of the year. They will ‘graduate’
Read on for three profiles of young
from the programme having benefitted
people
in the sheep sector – Andrew
from business and personal development
Prentice (page 38), Euan Orr (page 39)
training, skills for running a profitable
and Sara Jones-Richards (page 40).
sheep enterprise and a close working
relationship with NSA that will continue to
strengthen over the years to come.

Sessions

As this magazine goes to press, the 2014 Ambassadors will be
meeting for their fourth delivery session, which includes a visit to
Yeo Valley to see what branding messages sheep producers can
learn from this successful, multinational dairy business. There
are also sessions planned with Lesley Stubbings on Sustainable
Control Of Parasites in Sheep (SCOPS) and Miriam Parker, livestock
handling expert.
This follows from three earlier sessions covering everything from
financial planning and business efficiency training to entertaining
TV personalities and politicians at NSA Sheep 2014 – see some of
the Ambassadors pictured with BBC Countryfile’s Tom Heap.
Applications for the 2015 Ambassador Programme will open for
one month from the day of the NSA Next Generation Conference in
November. A selection process will then be initiated in conjunction
with the nine NSA Regional Committees, who fund the Next
Generation programme.
The selected Ambassadors are just one part of the Next
Generation programme, which also encompasses the Young
Shepherd of the Year competitions, scholarships to conferences
and events, advice on starting in the sheep sector, assistance
finding employment and work experience placements, and
signposting to training and grant opportunities. Find out more at
www.nsanextgeneration.org.uk.

British Wool Marketing Board

Your Board
Always Pays True Market Value
2014 Guide Wool Clip Values*

Suffolk

£1.15 / kg

Mule

Romney

Texel

£1.40 / kg

£1.26 / kg

Cheviot

Beulah

£1.25 / kg

£1.37 / kg

£1.14 / kg

Welsh

Swaledale

Blackface

Inspiring the next generation
NSA and RASE present a one-day conference and farm
walk looking at supporting young blood in the sheep sector
and sharing the experiences of the NSA Next Generation
Ambassador project.
To be held on Wednesday 12th November at Abbey Home Farm,
Burford Road, Cirencester, Gloucestershire, GL7 5HF. Tea and
coffee from 10.30am; first speaker at 11am.
More details at www.nsanextgeneration.org.uk/events.
Attendance is free but delegates are asked to register in advance
by emailing charlottej@rase.org.uk or calling 07779 572598
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£0.82 / kg

£0.42 / kg

£1.05 / kg

*Net value after all operating costs have been deducted
and excluding VAT. Based on last year’s selling season.
You can find out more about British wool and the
work of the British Wool Marketing Board at:
Web: britishwool.org.uk Telephone: 01274 688 666
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Blackface
Sheep Breeders’
Association

British Berrichon
“The HARDY,
EASY LAMBING,
EASY CARE Sheep”

Sheep Breeding and
Services Directory

For information please contact
Sue Powell 01989 770071/07974 360807

Tel/Fax:
01539 567973
www.beltex.co.uk

www.berrichonsociety.com
email: berrichon@btconnect.com

CAMBRIDGE

Advertise here from just
£30 per edition

QUANTITY WITH QUALITY
CROSSBREDS OF DISTINCTION

Contact Helen Davies
07976 803066
helen@nationalsheep.org.uk

Details from: Alun Davies, Pharm House,
Willaston, Neston CH64 2TL
Tel: 0151 327 5699
Email: d.a.r.davies@liv.ac.uk
www.cambridge-sheep.org.uk

DORSET
DOWN

CHAROLLAIS SHEEP
No 1 Easy Lambing
Terminal Sire

WEB charollaissheep.com
EMAIL
office@charollaissheep.com

PHONE 01953 603335
Like Us on Facebook

FAST FINISHING
LAMBS OFF GRASS

Dorset Down Sheep Breeders’ Association

Havett Farm, Dobwalls, Liskeard, PL14 6HB
01579 320273 secretary@dorsetdownsheep.org.uk
www.dorsetdownsheep.org.uk

KING of the PRIME LAMB breed

HAMPSHIRE DOWN
for details contact:
Richard Davis
01 494 488 388
richard@rickyard.plus.com
www.hampshiredown.org.uk

ILE DE FRANCE

Easy Care
The rapidly expanding choice for
the serious low cost sheep system
Visit www.easycaresheep.com
Or Tel: 01407 840250/07788 585309
email: iolo.owen@tiscali.co.uk

Hebridean Sheep

www.hebrideansheep.org.uk
Hebridean Sheep are enjoying
a dramatic return to popularity.
Contact:
HEBRIDEAN SHEEP SOCIETY
01908 611092

Old Breed for New Times

The breed to meat your grades

For 3L’s use an Ile de France
Lean, Liveweight & Lively lambs

LLeyn Sheep Society
Gwenda Roberts - Secretary
01758 730366
Office@lleynsheep.com
Heather Stoney - Promotions
079666 99930
Promotions@lleynsheep.com
www.lleynsheep.com

www.iledefrancesheep.co.uk
Secretary Edward Adamson
Tel: 07711071290

NORTH COUNTRY CHEVIOT
The Ideal
Crossing
Sire
for all Hill
Ewes

The Ideal
Ewe for
producing
Mules &
Half-Breds

Profit from Quality Store Lambs
— Short or Long Keep
Tel: 01461 600673 for sales details

SWALEDALE
SHEEP
BREEDERS
ASSOCIATION

England’s Premier Hill Breed.
Ewes are supreme for breeding
Mule Lambs.
Rams are ideal for crossing
with other Hill Breeds for
increased lamb production
on the hill.
Secretary:
John Stephenson
Barnley View, Town Head,
Eggleston, Barnard Castle,
Co. Durham DL12 0DE
Tel: 01833 650516
GEORGE MUDGE SHEARING

New and second hand
mains and 12V machines.
Full range of spares.
All requisites for shearers.
NZ Super Crook for only £25
Contact 01822 615456 or
info@georgemudgeshearing.co.uk
www.georgemudgeshearing.co.uk
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For details of your local breeders call
Tel: 01904 448675

www.meatlinc.co.uk

ROUGE

The easy lambing terminal sire
producing quick growing lambs with
excellent meat to bone ratio.

Secretary: Sue Archer
Tel/Fax: 024 7654 1766

email: secretary@rouge-society.co.uk

www.rouge-society.co.uk

Information on the breed and sale dates
available on our web site or from:Aileen McFadzean, Tel/Fax: 01738 634018
Email aileen@scottish-blackface.co.uk
www.scottish-blackface.co.uk

Charmoise
Hill Sheep

• HARDY Hill Sheep
• Add SHAPE to your prime lambs
• EASY Lambing
• Terminal Sire suitable for
tupping EWE LAMBS
Please contact David Trow Tel: 01686 688234
www.charmoisesheep.co.uk

er
Pow

to Perform all year roun

d

F a s t Gr
owing Lambs
PD & DH Sheep
Breeders’
Agriculture House
Acland Road
Dorchester DT1 1EF
Tel: 01305 262126
www.dorsetsheep.org

North of
England
Mule Sheep
Association

THE ORIGINAL &
BEST MULE

(Bluefaced Leicester x Swaledale or
Northumberland Type Blackface)

For full Auction Mart Sales List
Contact Marion Hope
Telephone 01387 371777
e-mail: nemsa@btinternet.com
website: www.nemsa.co.uk

SOUTHDOWN

the traditional, modern terminal sire
Southdown Sheep Society
Details from the Secretary:
Mrs Gail Sprake Tel: 01986 782251
secretary@southdownsheepsociety.co.uk
web: www.southdownsheepsociety.co.uk
“The breed that makes ends meat”

Wednesday 12th November 2014. Abbey Home Farm, Burford Road,
Cirencester, Gloucestershire, GL7 5HF. 10.30am-4pm
Visit www.nsanextgeneration.org.uk and register your FREE place
with RASE at charlottej@rase.org.uk or 07779 572598.

SAVERNAKE SUFFOLKS
QUALITY NZ/UK GENETICS
Grass-fed stock
and
Registered NZ semen
For direct sale
blanchard@farmline.com
01672 810210/07971 568911

Tag Readers &
Flock Software
FREE TRIAL

tgmsoftware.com
Tel: + 44 (0) 28 9268 9681

Making EID Work
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On My Farm - The Next Generation
Two NSA Next Generation Ambassadors
have contributed to this edition of
Sheep Farmer magazine. The first is
Andrew Prentice (32), who moved to
the Isle of Iona on the west coast of
Scotland a year ago to establish a flock
of Scottish Blackface ewes with his
wife and young family.
Reflecting on the recent referendum in
Scotland and the massive choice our
nation made, it reminds me that we are
coming up for a year from when myself
and my family took an important decision
of our own.We moved from a small farm
in Aberdeenshire to our current larger unit
on the Isle of Iona, off the west coast of
Scotland. It was a big decision for all, to
leave family and friends behind. More so
for our 13-year-old son who now stays at
a hostel Monday to Friday, as it takes two
ferries and a 45-minute bus trip to get to
Oban where the high school is.
We had applied for several tenancies
before this, ranging from the Highlands of
Scotland to Carlisle. We knew if we wanted
a larger farm we were going to have to
move out of our local area – and almost
a year on I feel we should have done it
sooner. Although more remote than the
north east of Scotland, there is far more
community spirt here. Everyone is keen to
make sure we make a good go of it and we
have made many new friends who share
the same values as ourselves.
The weather is also surprisingly good! It
is often warm and calm, with the exception
of winter when it can be pretty windy.
We have lots of corncrakes on Iona (a
migratory bird that looks like a moorhen
but lives on dry land) and get paid to
manage hay ground in such a manner that
it allows them to rear their young.

Home-bred gimmers just before being
taken to the mainland to be sold.

One of Andrew’s ewes looks on as a
Norwegian cruise ship passes between
Iona and Mull.
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A Dalchirla-bred ewe bought at Stirling, pictured with a tup lamb, her second lamb crop
and the first to be born on Iona.
Currently we have around 200 head
of South Type Scottish Blackface sheep.
Some of these will be sold as gimmers
for cash flow reasons, as we are currently
unsupported by the existing Scottish
Government CAP. I also do mechanical
repairs/servicing and some fencing
to subsidise the farm at the moment.
Hopefully 2015 will see the start of ‘new
entrants’ on a level playing field with
established farms.

Partnership

Our farm is let from the National Trust for
Scotland and I can only thank them for
giving us the chance here. They put a lot
into the farm, buildings and house before
we moved in and are keen to work with us
as we progress. The farm is around 100ha
(240 acres) and we have two shares on
common grazing which would amount to
a further 40ha (100 acres). The two barns
are around 12m by 24m (40ft x 80ft),
which gives plenty room for storage and
lambing.
The plan at the moment is to have
around 350 head of pure Blackface ewes
and 10 Highland cattle, which we would
winter outside where possible. The aim
with the Blackface ewes is to produce ewe
lambs for market and hopefully sell the
wedder lambs to local hotels. This is only
possible as we have an abattoir on Mull,
which is a 10-minute ferry and 30-minute
drive.
The reason we have stuck with Blackies
is partly because I have been born and
bred with the breed, and as they are very
low input sheep. Iona is very productive
and most lambs can be fat off their

Andrew with wife Lorna, son John (13) and
daughter Kelsie (7). Picture: Scottish Farmer.
mothers by the beginning of September.
With the new CAP package on the way, we
are hopefully in a decent spot.
We have around 27ha (70 acres) of
better quality land, which should pay
around €200/ha. The rest is rough
grazing, which is around €30/ha. Believe
it or not, Iona is classified as a Less
Favoured Area (LFA) but not severely
disadvantaged (SDA) so we will not get
coupled support for sheep. So with no
historical support from the Government, I
can only see it getting slightly easier for us
in the near future.
So to sum up to all potential new
entrants trying to get into farming – be
determined, don’t give up and you may
have to move!
More pictures in the ‘Case Studies’
area at www.nsanextgeneration.org.uk.
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String of successes for Euan
Orr ahead of international finals
By Caitlin Peck, NSA
It’s been a good year for Euan Orr.
This summer he won the NSA Young
Shepherd of the Year National Final,
the NSA/Royal Highland Show Lamb
Dressing Competition, and the Scottish
YFC National Stockman of the Year title
– all at the age of 18.
Euan hails from Tarbrax, West Calder,
West Lothian, where he helps his father
run their mixed livestock farm. When
he’s not on the farm he’s at Herriot Watt
University in Edinburgh, where he studies
civil engineering.
“It’s not farming related, but it’s a
good course,” Euan says. “I enjoy it. I’ll be
able to use some of the skills I’m gaining
at university as a farmer – my maths is
certainly a lot better!” Although Euan
enjoys his studies he sees his future
in agriculture. “I’m going to stick with
farming,” he says. “When I finish university
I’ll probably come back and work on the
family farm.”

eight competitors, two from each of the
UK nations. The representatives from
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland
were decided at their regional NSA
competitions, and they will be joined by
the two best placed English contestants
from the NSA Young Shepherd of the Year
National Final.

World final

Euan Orr with the national Young Shepherd
of the Year prize at NSA Sheep 2014.

Year Competition at NSA Scot Sheep
in June. Just two weeks later, prizes for
stockjudging led to Euan being awarded
the title of SAYFC National Stockman of
the Year at the Royal Highland Show. But
Commercial flock
that wasn’t all Euan took home from Royal
At present, the farm is home to 600
Highland – he also won the lamb dressing
commercial ewes and 100 suckler cows.
competition ran by NSA Scottish Region.
The ewes are Texel cross Lleyns, which are
His win at NSA Scot Sheep qualified Euan
put to Texel and Lleyn rams to produce fat
for the NSA Young Shepherd of the Year
lambs. Euan also runs his own small flock
National Final at NSA Sheep Event in July,
of pure Suffolks and Texels, selling tups as
where he once again came out on top.
shearlings.
“The competitions have been great,”
Euan winning streak this summer
Euan says. “It’s been very exciting, and I’ve
started by taking top place in the NSA
been very happy with my wins.”
Scottish Region Young Shepherd of the
So is there a secret to his success?
Euan says not: “I’ve just kept learning the
skills and revising and practicing for any
competition.”
Euan’s next challenge is the Young
Shepherd Competition World Final in
OM01160_Old Mill 17/09/2014 09:35 Page 1 France at the start of October, where he
will represent Scotland. The UK is sending

The competition will involve ewe sorting,
foot trimming, body condition scoring,
evaluation of finishing lambs, handling
skills, quad bike riding and shearing.
Euan is remaining calm about the trip
to France. “I’m just going to enjoy it,” he
says. “We’re going on some farm tours
before and after the competition, which
will be interesting.
“NSA has given me some great
opportunities this year. The NSA Young
Shepherd of the Year Competition was a
really good chance to improve my skills
and to use them in a competition.”

Young Shepherd of the
Year World Final: the UK
competitors

England
Sam Bullingham, Okehampton, Devon
Richard Carter, Newent, Gloucestershire
Scotland
Euan Orr, Tarbrax, West Calder
David McClean, Eyemouth, Berwickshire
Wales
Rhydian Thomas, Llandeilo,
Carmarthenshire
Guto Roberts, Tal y Bont, Conwy
Northern Ireland
Jonathan McKelvey, Strabane, County
Tyrone
Adam Crocket, Castlederg, County Tyrone

Tax, Accountancy and
Financial Planning from the
heart of the West Country
www.oldmillgroup.co.uk
Dorchester 01305 268168
Exeter
01392 214635
Melksham 01225 701210

Wells 01749 343366
Yeovil 01935 426181
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On My Farm - The Next Generation
Our second of two NSA Next Generation
Ambassadors to be featured in this
edition of Sheep Farmer is Sara JonesRichards (25), a recently qualified vet
who farms milking and meat sheep in
partnership with her partner Hugh in
Cornwall.
I have cleared two big milestones recently
– qualifying as a vet after six years at
university and establishing a pedigree Poll
Dorset flock with my boyfriend Hugh in
addition to our Friesland dairy ewes.
Until now the main farm income has
been from milking 100 dairy ewes twice
a day, home-producing ‘Davas Yogurt’,
a Greek style yogurt, and selling it to a
variety of establishments in South West
England and London. That changed when
we bought in 25 MV-accredited pedigree
Poll Dorset ewe lambs in 2013 and added
another 76 ewe lambs and shearlings this
year, plus three performance recorded
rams. These make up our ‘Novellus’ flock
(Latin for a new venture), which we hope to
add more ewe lambs to later this year.

Dairy crosses

In addition, all the dairy ewes have been
put to high index Poll Dorset rams for
the last couple of years, providing us
with around 50 Dorset cross Frieslands
females, which will be put to Dorset rams
again to produce a three-quarter Dorset
ewe. All males are sold as prime early
lamb.
I feel this is a very good cross,
producing what I hope will prove to be
a prolific sheep with good milking and
mothering ability, while retaining the
Dorset’s capacity to breed out of season
and also throwing fast-growing stocky
lambs that will finish and grade well off
grass. Pure Friesland lambs grade poorly

Electric fencing is essential for Sara and
Hugh to be able to rent ground from local
dairy farmers.
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and are somewhat of a by-product of
the milking flock, while this cross turns
the lambs into a valuable and exciting
prospect.
I have also been absolutely thrilled with
our pure-bred Dorsets and I am overjoyed
with their performance so far. They are
hardy, quiet and superb mothers and I
look forward to continuing to see how they
perform. We have 25 Dorsets that lambed
in spring and are back in lamb again now,
and the rest are due to lamb at the end
of October. The dairy flock will remain at
about 100, but we aim to have the meat
flock standing at around 500 breeding
females in the next two years, increasing
further over the following five years, so
are looking for growth rates that allow us
to lamb all female replacements as ewe
lambs.
Such expansion puts a strain on our
current housing, land and equipment,
so we took on rented grass on local
dairy farms for the first time last year,
purchasing a quad-mounted electric
fencing machine to enable us to stockproof the fields.
We sent the Dorsets and FrieslandDorsets there in mid-September, will bring
them home to lamb indoors and then
send them and their lambs back shortly
afterwards, remaining there until February.
Hopefully a proportion of the males will
be fit for sale either straight from the dairy
ground or shortly after returning home.
In contrast, the dairy ewes remain on the
farm all year; their lambs are artificially
reared and turned out after weaning.

Grass management

We need to maximise grass growth and
fodder availability during spring and
summer at home to facilitate high stocking
densities when the dairy ground is not
available but the meat ewes need to be
flushed, the ewe lambs to keep growing,
the milkers to keep milking and their
lambs to be turned out – a tall order for
a small farm! Grassland management is
therefore a priority and we have begun a
campaign of soil testing, liming, fertilising
and reseeding. I also plan to buy a digital
plate meter and we are trying some new
fodder crops too.
This year we secured Rural
Development Programme funding towards
a mobile sheep handling system with
integrated EID and auto draft facility and
are very excited about putting the kit
through its paces. I feel this investment
will be extremely beneficial in data
collection for performance recording
of the stock and help inform breeding
decisions and flock planning. The idea is to
easily track and assess the performance

Dorset ewe lambs in the newly established
Novellus flock.
of breeding stock and their progeny to
highlight our highest performing animals
and remove any potently underperforming
animals from the flock.
It will also enable the sheep business
to be run and grown with minimal labour
costs. Hugh is principally full time on the
yogurt so sheep work needs to be kept as
fast and efficient as possible. I am working
full time since graduating to help with cash
flow, and will continue to do so (with time
off for lambing) until the sheep we have
bought start to pay for themselves and
ewe numbers increase.

NSA Ambassador

Being part of the NSA Next Generation
Ambassador Scheme has been absolutely
fantastic so far. I have got a tremendous
amount out of it and have met some
lovely people as a result. I would strongly
encourage any keen young people with
an interest to apply for it; you really
won’t regret it! I hope to be able to put
something back into the NSA in the
coming years, as I have already had so
many positive experiences because of it.
More pictures in the ‘Case Studies’
area at www.nsanextgeneration.org.uk.
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“They can’t thrive
on cereals alone,
so I always give them
SupaBeet, it’s got
plenty of digestible
fibre and they love
the taste.”
Paul Slater, Dandy Farm, Macclesfield

tridentfeeds.co.uk

AVAILABLE
TO ORDER
TODAY

Available to order from
your local feed merchant.

Quality is always in demand

firmly
planted in

Farm finance
THE UK’S LEADING INDEPENDENT FINANCE PROVIDER TO AGRICULTURE AND LAND-BASED INDUSTRY

New & Used Machinery
Cars & Commercial Vehicles
Fixed Plant & Equipment
Buildings
Livestock
Renewables Projects

With the UKs largest agricultural
portfolio our terms are the most
competitive in the market place. No
red tape, no delays, proposals are
underwritten by industry specialists
with same day decisions.

With decades of experience providing
Hire Purchase, Lease and Loan facilities
to farmers and agri-business Peregrine
prides itself on a personal hands on
approach to business.

Call us on 0870 241 0262

salesdesk@ peregrinefinance.co.uk

www.peregrinefinance.co.uk

